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Accurate models for the mixing of fuel and oxidizer at small, unresolved
flow length scales are critical to the predictive skill of large eddy simulation
(LES) of turbulent combustion. Subfilter scalar variance and subfilter scalar
dissipation rate are important parameters in combustion modeling approaches
based on a conserved scalar, but are prone to numerical and modeling errors
due to the nature of practical LES computations. This work examines the
errors incurred in these models using a novel method that couples LES scalar
modeling with direct numerical simulation (DNS) of homogeneous isotropic
turbulence and offers modeling and numerical techniques to address these er-
rors. In the coupled DNS-LES method, DNS velocity fields are evolved simul-
taneously with LES scalar fields. The filtered DNS velocities are supplied to
the LES scalar equations, instead of solving the LES momentum equations.
This removes the effect of errors in the filtered scalar evolution from the scalar
modeling analysis. Results obtained using the coupled DNS-LES approach,
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which permits detailed study of physics-related and numerical errors in scalar
modeling, show that widely used algebraic dynamic models for subfilter scalar
variance lack accuracy due to faulty equilibrium modeling assumptions and
sensitivity to numerical error. Transport equation models for variance show
superior performance, provided that the scalar dissipation rate model coef-
ficient is set appropriately. For this purpose, a new dynamic approach for
nonequilibrium modeling of subfilter scalar dissipation rate is developed and
validated through a priori tests in an inhomogeneous jet flow and using the
coupled DNS-LES method for assessment of numerical error effects. Explicit
filtering is assessed as means to control numerical error in LES scalar modeling
and the scalar equations are reformulated to account for the explicit filtering
technique. Numerical convergence of the mean subfilter scalar variance pre-
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Large eddy simulation (LES) is a valuable tool for the simulation of
turbulent reacting flows. As its name suggests, LES solves for the larger
length scales of a turbulent flow while small scales are eliminated through
a low-pass filtering operation. Limiting the range of turbulent length scales
reduces the computational expense of LES relative to direct numerical simula-
tion (DNS). DNS achieves high accuracy by resolving all turbulent scales and
is therefore not feasible for high Reynolds number flows. The success of LES
is attributable to the method’s ability to characterize the large scale mixing
process that cannot be captured in Reynolds average simulations (RAS) of the
mean flow equations [1]. Development of LES methods for reacting flows has
been largely driven by interest in turbulent combustion applications. As in
the past, robust simulation methods are needed to engineer combustion-based
systems for high efficiency and reliability. Growing economic and environ-
mental pressures have added emissions reduction and alternative fuel use as
important design criteria. Unfortunately, present LES modeling and simu-
lation approaches lack the sensitivity needed to address such concerns with
reliable quantitative predictive ability.
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A range of combustion modeling approaches are currently available for
use with LES, varying in their complexity and sophistication. However, all
these models ultimately require a description of small scale mixing, on which
the combustion process critically depends. Because only the large scale flow
is resolved in LES, parameters characterizing mixing below the filter cut-off
must be modeled. In general, the predictions of combustion models are highly
sensitive to errors in these parameters.
Two types of errors occur in LES computations. The first type of er-
ror is modeling error in closures for subfilter terms. Modeling error can be
further broken down into a deterministic component related to faulty assump-
tions about flow physics and a stochastic component owing to the random
nature of turbulence. The second type of error is numerical error due to the
limited resolution of the computational meshes used in LES. In most LES sim-
ulations, including all known LES of turbulent combustion, the coarseness of
the numerical discretization takes the place of an explicit filtering operation.
This approach to filtering will be referred to as grid-based filtering and is a
distinguishing feature of the prevailing practical LES methodology.
This work examines modeling and numerical errors in two small scale
mixing parameters, subfilter scalar variance and subfilter scalar dissipation
rate, that are fundamental to conserved scalar combustion modeling approaches
[2]. Modeling and numerical error are closely interrelated but require different
corrective measures and need to be distinguished from each other in analyses
of simulation accuracy. A novel coupled DNS-LES approach is developed for
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this purpose and used to study how numerical error affects various variance
models. From this work, two key findings emerge, indicating two paths for
further research. First, the combination of low order numerical schemes and
grid-based filtering is shown to result in large numerical error. Explicit filtering
is evaluated as a means to reduce this error. Second, closures for the subfilter
scalar dissipation rate are found to have a high level of modeling error. A new
dynamic model for subfilter scalar dissipation rate is formulated and tested to
address this shortfall.
Before presenting these research developments in detail, the relevant
background material is reviewed, beginning with a description of LES and
the types of errors affecting it. Next, the basic concepts of conserved scalar
combustion models are explained and linked to LES through presumed pdf
methods. Finally, current models for subfilter scalar variance and subfilter
scalar dissipation rate are discussed.
1.1 Fundamentals of Large Eddy Simulation
Large eddy simulation explicitly evolves large scale turbulent motions
while the effects of small scale motions on the large scales are approximated
using models. Removal of the small scales is accomplished by a filtering oper-





where ψ(x, t) is the filtered field obtained from the true field ψ(x, t), and G
is the three-dimensional filter kernel [3]. Examples of filter kernels include the
box filter, the Gaussian filter, and the sharp spectral filter [3, 4]. In addition to
the shape of the filter, the filtering operation is defined using a characteristic
length scale ∆, called the filterwidth. Length scales below the filterwidth are
either eliminated or significantly attenuated through the application of the
filter,
The filtering operation can be applied to each term in the Navier-Stokes,
continuity, and scalar transport equations. Under the assumption that filtering
and differentiation commute, a set of equations in the filtered flow variables is
obtained. These equations are similar in form to the Reynolds-averaged flow
equations and, like them, contain unclosed terms that are called subfilter (or
subgrid, under grid-based filtering) terms in LES. In RAS, unclosed terms are
higher order statistics of the flow. The goal in modeling these terms is well
defined and the relationship between an exact RAS solution and the actual
flow is clear. Filtering differs from Reynolds averaging as it merely smooths
an instantaneous turbulent field without removing its randomness.
Not only is the filtering operation used to derive the LES equations dis-
similar from Reynolds averaging used to obtain the mean flow equations, but
the discretized forms of the LES equations that are used in simulations must
be interpreted differently than their continuous counterparts. As mentioned
above, most LES use grid-based filtering. The coarseness of the numerical dis-
cretization acts to eliminate small length scales from the flow solution without
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any explicitly defined filtering operation being applied and the filterwidth ∆
is assumed to be equal to the grid spacing h. Grid-based filtering has im-
portant consequences for the level of numerical error affecting LES solutions.
It also plays a role in the interpretation of LES subfilter modeling. Because
grid-based filtering is a non-invertible filtering operation, information about
the subfilter scales of the flow is irretrievably lost through its application. A
given filtered field can only be associated with a probability distribution of
small scale states [5]. Thus, the unclosed terms in the LES equations are ran-
dom quantities also, even given a particular filtered field. As a consequence,
the goal of modeling and the relationship between an LES solution and actual
turbulence become matters of some question [6].
1.1.1 Modeling Error
Since the subfilter modeling problem is not well defined, it is also dif-
ficult to precisely define modeling error and a variety of error measures and
model comparison approaches have been used. It is worth noting that more
systematic formulations of LES have been advanced, such as optimal LES [5]
and LES using self-conditioned fields [7]. Both approaches use conditional
averaging to redefine LES, thereby imparting desirable properties to the re-
sulting solutions. Unclosed terms also appear as conditional statistics, which
in theory clarifies the information that a model should represent. However,
the conditioning variables for these statistics are entire fields, making their ac-
tual computation impracticable. While these alternative LES formulations are
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interesting concepts, they are not practical simulation methods for complex
turbulent reacting flows. Therefore, the current work follows more conven-
tional notions of LES modeling and performs model comparisons using simpler
statistics that can be readily estimated.
A useful measure of model accuracy is provided by the idea of optimal
estimators [8–10]. It is well known in estimation theory [11] that the condi-
tional mean 〈X|Y = y〉 is the minimum mean square error predictor of the
value x of the random variable X given only the observed value y of the ran-
dom variable Y . The magnitude of the mean square error, however, depends
on the choice of the conditioning variable. For model evaluation purposes,
relevant choices of conditioning variable are the input variables to subfilter
models. Note that in future notation a random variable and its observed value
will be indicated by the same symbol.
As an example, suppose we want to compare two models for a quantity
a. Model 1 predicts a as a function of one set of variables that can be regarded
as a single dimensionally consistent model input variable b, i.e. a = M1(b).
Similarly, Model 2 predicts a as a function of some other input variable c,
i.e. a = M2(c). Abstracting a bit from the turbulence modeling case, simply
assume we have a large number of independent, identically distributed samples
of these values. Each model has two aspects, one being the input variable and























Eqs. 1.2 and 1.3 give the irreducible error of the models related to the ran-
dom variation of a that cannot be explained by the variation of b or c. Lower
irreducible error indicates a stronger relationship between the model input
variable and the quantity to be predicted. Eqs. 1.4 and 1.5 are the total er-
rors of the models and include the irreducible error and the error due to the
functional form of the model. Fig. 1.1 shows how a model’s total error can be
high although the irreducible error of its input variable is low when there is
a discrepancy between the shape of the conditional mean and the functional
relationship postulated by the model. It should be mentioned that the statis-
tics of subfilter quantities generally depend on the specific flow configuration
and filter being considered and can exhibit spatial variation in inhomogeneous
flows.
1.1.2 Numerical Error
Solutions to the LES equations are well known to be sensitive to the
choice of numerical scheme and the precise formulation of the discretized equa-
tions. For example, analytically equivalent expressions for the convective terms
7
Figure 1.1: Schematic illustrating difference between the conditional mean
〈a|b〉 (red) and a model a = M(b) (green), shown as linear relationship between
a and b, superimposed on a scatter plot of realizations of a and b.
in the incompressible momentum equations yield far from equivalent results
when evaluated by finite differences [12–14]. When grid-based filtering is used,
the LES solution is inherently dependent on the computational grid and its nu-
merical error cannot be effectively controlled by grid refinement until the DNS
limit is reached. Before that level of refinement, any decrease of grid spacing
introduces shorter length scales into the solution [12]. For grid-filtered LES,
the value of grid refinement lies chiefly in reducing the magnitude of subfilter
terms and hence lessening the effect of model errors.
Grid refinement reduces numerical error when explicit filtering is used
to hold the filterwidth constant as the spatial resolution is increased. Explicit
filtering is discussed in Ch. 4. The greater numerical accuracy provided by
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explicit filtering is accompanied by significantly higher numerical expense for
a fixed filterwidth, which has limited the popularity of this approach to LES
in the past.
The other option for reducing numerical error is to perform LES using
high order of accuracy finite different schemes. The range of length scales
in an LES solution corresponds in the spectral domain to modes of varying
wavenumber. This suggests that the effects of these schemes can best be
understood through their modified wavenumber representation.
The ability of a finite difference scheme to approximate the analytical
derivative of a mode φ with wavenumber k, φ = eikx is expressed by the
scheme’s modified wavenumber g(k). The exact value of the first derivative of





Clearly, the approximation becomes more accurate as the value of g(k) ap-
proaches that of k [15].
Fig. 1.2 shows the modified wavenumbers of second and fourth order
central schemes and a sixth order Padé scheme [13]. An ideal scheme would
fall along the diagonal. For grid-filtered LES, kmaxh ≈ π. Therefore, using a
more accurate scheme improves the estimation of the derivative over a range of
intermediate wavenumbers, but all schemes considered here fail to numerically
resolve scales just above the filter scale. Because many variance models are
9
explicitly or implicitly highly dependent on these scales, numerical error is an
important aspect of variance prediction.












Figure 1.2: Modified wavenumbers of second ( ) and fourth ( ) order
central schemes and a sixth order central Padé ( ) scheme.
1.2 Conserved Scalar Approaches for LES
In conserved scalar models, a non-reactive scalar called the mixture
fraction relates fuel and oxidizer mass fractions at a point in the flow. For
example, a simple definition of mixture fraction, denoted by Z, for a two-feed
system is
Z =




The symbol ν represents the stoichiometric mass ratio of oxygen to fuel. The
mass fraction of fuel in the fuel stream is YF,1 and YO2,2 is the mass fraction
of oxygen in the oxidizer stream [16].
If binary diffusion fluxes with equal diffusivities for all species are as-
sumed, a conservation equation for the mixture fraction in an incompressible















where D denotes the common value of molecular diffusivity [17]. An incom-
pressible flow approximation is only valid in cases with low heat release, such
as occurs for dilute mixtures [18]. This work is focused on modeling of mix-
ing, apart from reaction, so a variable density formulation is not required.
Additionally, this study uses a pseudospectral simulation method that is only
applicable to constant density flows. For the same reason, incompressible flow
equations have even been used to study reacting flows when the phenomena
of interest are expected to be dominated by flow dynamics rather than heat
release effects [19].
The mixture fraction is valuable because it can be linked to the thermo-
chemical state of the flow by a combustion model. Different modeling assump-
tions lead to different model forms. The simplest models assume infinitely fast
reactions and the mapping based on Z is pointwise. More realistically, the re-









However, the chemical time scale remains short relative to the turbulence
time scale, so the reaction zone is thin and can be treated as lying within
a Kolmogorov-scale eddy. Thus the flow immediately surrounding the flame
surface is laminar. This representation of turbulent combustion is known as the
laminar flamelet model [20, 21]. It allows the derivation of flamelet equations,
which are partial differential equations for temperature T and species mass
fractions Yi. In these equations, χZ appears as a solution parameter and Z
has the role of a spatial coordinate normal to the reaction surface. Steady
state solutions to the flamelet equations can be pre-tabulated apart from any
particular flow scenario by prescribing various values of χZ . Representative
solutions are depicted in Fig. 1.3. Given a detailed mixture fraction field (i.e.,
a DNS solution), χZ can be computed and values of T and Yi found from the
look-up table. Knowledge of Z thereby allows the entire composition field to
be constructed.
LES provides a filtered mixture fraction field Z(x, t) rather than the full
mixture fraction field Z(x, t). By applying the filtering operation of Eq. 1.1 to















with the filtered velocity denoted by ui and the turbulent diffusivity (used to




Figure 1.3: Comparison of flamelet solution at three different strain rates
a (which is linearly related to χZ) to equilibrium chemistry results for (a)
temperature and (b) OH mole fraction of H2 in air flame. Reproduced from
[17].
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DT = CZ∆2|S|. (1.11)
The coefficient CZ is determined dynamically [22].
Because the mixture fraction transport equation contains no chemical
source terms, its filtered version, Eq. 1.10, is easily handled in the LES frame-
work. However, the filtered mixture fraction fields evolved by LES provide no
information on the extent of small scale fuel-oxidizer mixing, which is required
for reaction to occur. Further modeling is needed to characterize values of the
mixture fraction at subfilter scales. In one-point statistical closures for the
mixture fraction, the subfilter probability density function (pdf) is presumed
to be a beta distribution that is parameterized by the filtered mixture fraction
and subfilter mixture fraction variance.
The subfilter variance Zv is defined as
Zv(x, t) =
∫ (
Z(x′, t)− Z(x, t)
)2
G(x′,x)dx′ = Z2(x, t)− Z2(x, t). (1.12)
It can be shown that Zv is the variance, in the usual statistical sense, of the
filtered density function (FDF) [23], which has the properties of a probability
density function [24]. However, the filtered density function is a property of a
particular turbulence realization [1], so Zv is still a random quantity in LES.
The appearance of the second moment of the FDF, Z2, makes the variance
unclosed.
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The presumed pdf of Z is completed once a model for the variance is
supplied. When combustion is modeled using the steady laminar flamelet ap-
proximation, a model for the filtered scalar dissipation rate and its subfilter
distribution are also required, because they depend on mixture fraction gradi-
ent values which cannot be inferred from a one-point pdf. Typically, subfilter
variability of χZ is neglected [25, 26] . Filtered species and temperature values
can be determined from the relationship
Yi (x, t) =
∫ ∫
M (Z, χZ)PZ(Z (x, t) , Zv (x, t))δ(χZ − χZ (x, t))dZdχZ
(1.13)
where M represents the flamelet solution. This information can be retrieved
at LES run-time from precomputed look-up tables indexed by values of Z, Zv,
and χZ [25].
Although the mixture fraction-based approach is not valid in all turbu-
lent combustion scenarios, it has been widely used due to its relative simplicity
and has been found to yield fairly satisfactory results in flames without sign-
ficant extinction [19]. Numerous studies, employing a variety of approaches,
have sought to test the suitability of the beta pdf description of subgrid scale
mixing, since it cannot be justified by rigorous theoretical arguments. For ex-
ample, empirical subfilter pdfs determined using temperature measurements
in a nonreacting jet were found to exhibit behavior essentially consistent with
the beta pdf assumption [27]. In another study involving a priori tests on
DNS of a reacting jet, the beta subfilter closure halved the error in predicting






Figure 1.4: Mass fraction of OH as a function of Zv (here denoted by Z̃ ′′2 for
given Z at high (upper curve) and low (lower curve) scalar dissipation rates
for a methane-hydrogen flame in air. Reproduced from Ref. 29.
recently, the optimal estimator concept was used to show that the error asso-
ciated with the beta pdf assumption compares favorably with the minimum
error of any subfilter pdf model based on just two moments [8].
However, the accuracy of the presumed pdf model is contingent on ac-
curate specification of the subfilter variance. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 1.4,
which shows how flamelet model predictions of OH mass fraction vary with Zv
for a single value of Z at both high and low values of χZ . Noting that variance
is plotted on a logarithmic scale, it is clear that small changes in Zv can lead
to large errors in the predicted thermochemistry, especially for minor species
like the OH radical [29].
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1.3 Description of Variance Models
The subfilter beta pdf closure was proposed in analogy with a well-
established methodology in Reynolds-averaged simulations, but it was realized
early on that LES allows a broader array of variance modeling approaches, such
as models based on scale similarity arguments [30], which are not applicable
in RAS. The problem of variance closure was sidestepped by using experimen-
tal or DNS data in some initial applications of the presumed pdf method to
equilibrium chemistry [30] and flamelet models [25, 31], but other early studies
dealt directly with the variance modeling issue [32, 33] and new models were
proposed which remain widely used [24, 34].
Currently, subfilter variance modeling follows two basic lines of ap-
proach. The first uses scaling assumptions to obtain algebraic expressions for
the variance [34]. This category includes variants of the widely-used dynamic
model, which relates the variance to the magnitude of filtered scalar gradi-
ents. The second approach requires solution of an additional scalar transport
equation [24]. While models in this category can account for the transport of
subfilter variance at resolved scales, the equations contain dissipation terms
that must be closed.
A transport equation for the variance can be derived by analytically
manipulating the transport equations for Z (Eq. 1.8) and Z (Eq. 1.10) to
develop equations for Z2 and Z
2
. Then, using Eq. 1.12, the variance transport
17
















After introducing eddy diffusivity models for the scalar flux terms, the














+ P − εZ (1.15)
where P and εZ represent, respectively, production and dissipation of variance.















The resulting form of the production model is undesirable from a numerical
perspective because it relies on the magnitude of the filtered scalar gradient,
which may not be computed accurately by finite difference methods.












which is unclosed due to the first term on the right hand side. This quantity,
the filtered scalar dissipation χZ , was mentioned previously in Sec. 1.2 in the
18





where τZ is a scalar mixing time scale and Cτ is a model coefficient. Several
expressions for this time scale are available. It should be noted that in some
modeling approaches, a mechanical time scale τ is used and the model constant
provides the ratio between scalar and mechanical time scales. One option for





is widely used in the LES/FDF approach [35–37]. The optimal value for Cτ
depends on the flow being simulated and the location of the filter cut-off in
the scalar energy spectrum and is therefore typically unknown a priori.
Together, the modeling challenge posed by εZ and the numerical diffi-
culties associated with P are the major issues in solving the VTE. The latter
obstacle can avoided by returning to Eq. 1.14 and noting that it suffices to















then use Eq. 1.12 to calculate the subfilter variance. This modeling approach
will be referred to as the second moment equation (STE) model. Closure of
χZ remains a stumbling block for the STE as well as the VTE. Here χZ will











with the same choices for τZ and Cτ available.
A class of algebraic models can be developed from the VTE by assuming
that, on average, the production and dissipation of variance are equal. This
approximation is usually referred to as the local equilibrium assumption [34].
The posited equivalence can, at best, hold only in a mean sense since both
production and dissipation are random fields.
Equating the closures introduced above for εZ (Eqs. 1.19 and 1.20) and







where Cv is a model coefficient. Dynamic modeling procedures [38] are usually
used to determine Cv. A common feature of these approaches is the use of a
second filtering operation at a test filterwidth ∆̂ > ∆ to isolate the smallest
length scales of the filtered scalar field, followed by an assumed similarity
between those scales and the subfilter scales. The first dynamic procedure
to be developed for variance modeling determined Cv as a ratio between a
Leonard term, denoted Lv, and a gradient-based termMv [34]. To avoid large
local fluctuations, the coefficient is typically calculated using some averaging
procedure suitable for the particular flow configuration. Letting (̂·) denote
a test filtered variable and 〈·〉 indicate an averaged quantity, the coefficient
estimation procedure for the classic dynamic model (CDM) can be written in
full as


















For the isotropic flow that is considered in this work, a volume average over
the entire computational domain is appropriate. Thus, a single value of Cv is
predicted at each time step.
Recently, Balarac et al. [9] proposed a modification to theMv term of
the CDM closure based on a Taylor series expansion of the Leonard term. In
this alternative model (henceforth, BPR model) only the first term ofMv,CDM







Despite the availability of other algebraic variance models [30], dynamic
models are preferred in combustion modeling because they eliminate the need
to predetermine a model coefficient and perform well in a priori (DNS-based)
tests [28, 34]. However, a weakness of the coefficient estimation procedure is
its reliance on the highest wavenumber components of the filtered scalar field,
which are most affected by finite difference error. Additionally, the gradient-
based scaling law (Eq. 1.23) has the same numerical shortcoming as the pro-
duction model from which it originates. On the other hand, the advantages
of the VTE and STE models in accounting for the transport of variance on
the large scales are countered by the difficulties of modeling dissipation terms
21
and accurately evolving the model equations. These challenges are examined
more deeply in the following chapters, which present results from a priori and
a posteriori (LES-based) tests of the variance models just described.
22
Chapter 2
A Priori Analysis of Variance Modeling Errors
The a posteriori model tests which are the major focus of this work
form the sequel to a set of a priori tests using data from pseudospectral DNS
of homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT) with Reλ = 135. These results
are also reported in Ref. 39. A priori tests are attractive for several reasons.
Prominent among these is the fact that, once a suitable DNS database has
been generated, additional models can be evaluated at a range of filterwidths
with low marginal cost. Furthermore, a priori tests allow direct comparison
between exact subfilter quantities computed from the DNS data with subfil-
ter model predictions, providing insight into the ways that subfilter modeling
assumptions depart from the realities of small-scale turbulence. However, a
priori tests have some significant limitations, as described in Sec. 2.3, making
a posteriori testing an indispensable step in model validation. The coupled
DNS-LES method, presented in Ch. 3 was developed to combine valuable fea-
tures of a priori and a posteriori analysis methods.
These a priori tests focused on the effects of numerical error on vari-
ance prediction for various model model forms computed over a range of fil-
terwidths, Finite difference evaluation of derivatives was emulated within the
23
pseudospectral computational framework through the modified wavenumber
representation of second order central (C2), fourth order central (C4) and
sixth order Padé (P6) schemes [13] and compared to model evaluations using
the true wavenumber as well as to exact values of subfilter quantities.
2.1 Dynamic Models
The most overt source of numerical error in algebraic dynamic models
for subfilter scalar variance is the evaluation of the gradient term in Eq. 1.23.
It is well known that finite difference approximations grossly underpredict
the gradients in a turbulent flow. This suggests that the dynamic model
underpredicts the variance. However, the dynamic procedure used to compute
the model coefficient also incurs numerical errors. These errors lead to an
overprediction of the model coefficient relative to the value determined by exact
evaluation of the dynamic closure. Fig. 2.1 shows the original and modified
dynamic model coefficients evaluated from DNS using the three different finite
difference approximations plotted against the filterwidth nondimensionalized
by the Kolmogorov scale, ∆/η. It can be seen that the second order central
scheme, which is the least accurate of the schemes, predicts the highest model
coefficient for all filter sizes considered. This overprediction partially offsets the
error in the gradient estimation, thereby reducing the errors in the prediction
of variance (Fig. 2.2). It should be noticed that for the original dynamic
model the use of finite differences actually changes the trends exhibited by
the coefficient, while the effect on the modified dynamic model is limited to a
24
scaling of the coefficient value. In a priori tests, a common measure of model







that is, it sums the pointwise differences between exact instantaneous variance
values and model predictions over the entire flow domain. Over a significant
range of filter widths, the presence of numerical error actually improves the
predictions of the original dynamic model. The modified dynamic model shows
a more consistent behavior, in that increasing the accuracy of the numerical
scheme increases the accuracy of the model over the full range of filter widths.
2.2 Transport Equation Models
The second portion of a priori tests focused on transport equation based
models. Recall that VTE is derived from the STE by performing product rule
manipulations on the transport equation for Z to develop an equation for Z
2
.
While this approach is analytically valid, it can be numerically problematic.


















































Figure 2.1: Dynamic model coefficient of (a) CDM model (b) BPR model,
computed using ensemble averaging over the entire domain, as a function of
filter size for spectral ( ), C2 ( ), C4 ( ), and P6 ( ) schemes.
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Figure 2.2: Quadratic error, Eq. 2.1, of (a) CDM model (b) BPR model for


























where δ/δxj refers to numerical approximation of the derivatives. Using these
definitions, the transport equations for 2ZδZ/δt and δZ
2










= −P2 +Q2 (2.5)
Ideally, P1 = P2 and Q1 = Q2. Since it is well known that these discrete
representations do not follow the calculus of continuous variables, we at least
expect small differences between the two representations when implementing
the VTE. Instead, the errors associated with these approximations have a
strong bias, as evidenced by the conditional means 〈P2|P1〉 and 〈Q2|Q1〉. For
all three schemes considered, the amount of error is quite similar. Fig. 2.3(a)
shows that the magnitude of P1 is always underpredicted by representation
in the form P2. This implies that the large scale redistribution of variance is
underpredicted by the VTE model. Turning to the Q terms, it can be seen
that the conditional mean 〈Q2|Q1〉 lies above the diagonal, indicating that
Q2 is overpredicted. This finding holds for both a constant or dynamically
modeled value of DT ; the latter case is depicted in Fig. 2.3(b). Higher values
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of Q2 lead to higher values of Z
2
and, consequently, lower values of variance
as predicted by the VTE.
2.3 Shortcomings of a Priori Analysis
These results show that standard a priori analysis techniques can be
expanded to incorporate some of the effects of numerical error on subfilter
modeling, and in particular, on subfilter scalar variance modeling. While such
static tests on DNS data are useful in isolating specific sources of error in
subfilter variance estimation, they are not necessarily indicative of the errors
encountered in LES simulations because they do not account for the interaction
of the variance model with an LES-evolved filtered scalar field nor for the
persistence of errors across timesteps as occurs in transport equation models.
In Chapter 3, the importance of these additional factors is confirmed using an
a posteriori approach.
A second reason why a priori tests may lack extensibility to LES results
is that a DNS field provides only one sample of the small scale turbulence field
that could correspond to a given filtered field. Typically, a priori tests focus
on error measurements, such as Eq. 2.1 that are essentially approximations
to one-point statistics, and spatial averages over homogeneous directions are
used in place of ensemble averages over many distinct DNS realizations. Most
methods for estimating one-point statistics assume independent and identically
distributed data. While the latter criterion is satisfied by a homogeneous
isotropic DNS soluton, the former is not. Both real and simulated turbulence
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Figure 2.3: Conditional means of variance transport terms (a) 〈P2|P1〉 (b)
〈Q2|Q1〉 computed at a filter width of 32η using spectral ( ) C2 ( ),
C4 ( ), and P6 ( ), schemes.
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fields exhibit correlation in space and time. If methods based on independent
samples are applied to correlated data, it should be with the awareness that
the effective sample size is significantly reduced [40]. With a smaller sample,
it becomes more important to distinguish between sample estimates and the
actual population value of a statistic and to provide some quantification of the
uncertainty of the estimate before generalizing the result.
This point holds in particular for computing conditional means, which
have attracted much recent attention as a yardstick of best-case modeling
outcomes [5, 8–10]. In the most simplistic approach, the data is subdivided
into bins based on the value of the conditioning variable. It is likely that
some bins will have a very limited sample. Additionally, if the conditioning
variable is known to exist in small, intense structures, then some bins will
have samples that come from just a few of these structures. The conditional
variance of these bins could appear low, not only because a strong relationship
exists between the conditioned and conditioning variables, but also because of
a high spatial correlation within each bin’s set of samples. This is an issue
that requires further exploration before more specific comments can be made.
For now, it suffices to note that too much importance should not be attached
to estimated statistics associated with the outlying values of a single data set.
For example, Fig. 2.4 shows the conditional variance of the exact production
term, Eq. 1.16 conditioned on Zv as evaluated at a single instant from two
different DNS realizations belonging to the same ensemble. At low Zv values
the conditional variance appears to be estimated consistently, but at high Zv
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of estimated conditional variances of production from
two distinct but equivalent DNS realizations.
values the estimates show little agreement.
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Chapter 3
A Posteriori Analysis of Variance Modeling
Errors
Because static, DNS-based tests can only partially address the sources
of variance modeling error encountered in practical LES, a novel a posteriori
approach was developed to further assess model performance. Portions of this
work also appear as Ref. 41.
3.1 Motivation
LES subfilter models are prone to numerical errors due to the unique
nature of practical LES computations. The formulation of LES proceeds by
first filtering the flow and scalar transport equations, leading to a set of partial
differential equations for the filtered variables. The filtering operation essen-
tially removes all scales below a cut-off length, the filterwidth. These partial
differential equations are then discretized on a numerical grid and solved. The-
oretically, the filterwidth characterizes the LES solution while the grid spacing
determines the accuracy of its numerical approximation. In most practical ap-
plications of LES, the filterwidth and grid spacing are equal. As a result,
solutions to the LES equations are well-known to be highly dependent on the
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choice of numerical discretization [12–14]. The error introduced by numeri-
cal discretization is wavenumber dependent and increases with wavenumber.
Consequently, the length scales of the LES solution near the filterwidth are
severely contaminated by numerical errors.
It should be noted that this disproportionate error in small scale infor-
mation affects all subfilter models, including those for the residual stress and
subfilter scalar flux. Furthermore, many subfilter models require the evalu-
ation of spatial derivatives and therefore have their own discretization error.
However, subfilter variance modeling has some unique aspects because the
variance is needed to parameterize a combustion model, not to close an LES
governing equation. Unlike a residual stress model that directly affects the
resolved velocity input to it, a variance model is used to predict quantities
such as temperature that only indirectly influence subsequent variance predic-
tions. Therefore, conclusions about numerical effects on variance modeling,
and the implications of those effects for a simulation’s predictive value, cannot
be inferred from analyses of other subfilter quantities. Since combustion is
highly sensitive to the level of mixing at the small scales, LES predictions are
critically dependent on the accuracy of variance models and it is important
that the role of numerical error be understood.
Previously, most evaluations of variance modeling accuracy have been
conducted using a priori tests on DNS data and have not analyzed model
discretization error [9, 24, 28, 30, 34, 42, 43]. A more limited number of studies
have also included a posteriori tests using LES [24, 43]. These studies note
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modeling error in the filtered scalar evolution as a factor in variance prediction,
but do not specifically characterize its effects and also do not account for
numerical error in the filtered scalar evolution.
In this study, we consider three impacts of numerical error on variance
modeling in the context of grid-based filtering, which is by far the dominant
filtering approach in combustion LES. First, numerical discretization errors
alter the evolution of the filtered fields that serve as input variables for the
models. Second, the variance model itself may require numerical discretiza-
tion, leading to additional errors. Third, model coefficients may be computed
by dynamic estimation procedures [22] that incur numerical error. Ch. 2 sum-
marized a prior study, Ref. 39, which used an a priori analysis technique to
show that the second and third types of error listed above can have significant
and non-obvious consequences for variance prediction by combining to either
magnify or partially cancel the total error of the model evaluation. Here the
analysis accounts for all three types of errors by using a novel coupled DNS-
LES method for a posteriori model evaluation. A description of the method
can be found in Sec. 3.2. Filtered scalar evolution error is found to be an
important factor in variance modeling accuracy, especially affecting dynamic
algebraic models for variance as explained in Sec. 3.3.2.
Considering numerical errors wholly apart from physics-based model-
ing errors would have imposed an artificial disjunction in our analysis as both
types of errors depend on and in turn influence the simulated flow dynamics.
Because the analysis method allowed comparisons to both DNS and numeri-
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cally accurate LES results, modeling error was an easily observed aspect of the
results. In particular, it was necessary to address the dissipation rate mod-
eling problem of transport equation models for variance, which are covered
in Sec. 3.3.3, because the consequences of dissipation rate modeling error can
far outweigh numerical error effects. In this work, the dissipation rate model
was calibrated using DNS scalar information. A dynamic modeling approach is
currently being developed based on the variance transport equation. Complete
characterization of numerical error in transport equation models will require
this dynamic approach to be analyzed also. Here it is assumed that the numer-
ical error of the dynamic procedure will be in keeping with the discretization
error of the variance transport equation on which the new dynamic model is
based.
3.2 DNS-LES a Posteriori Method
Since the objective of this work is to assess the role of numerical errors
on variance model performance, a posteriori tests have to be designed carefully.
Often, spatially inhomogeneous flows such as round jets that are closer to
realistic applications are used to assess model performance. However, such
tests are not useful for our purpose. First, in such spatially inhomogeneous
systems, it is difficult to separate the errors due to closures for the momentum
equations from the scalar variance closures. Secondly, it can be challenging to
obtain the highly numerically accurate solution required for comparison when
spectral methods are not applicable. In addition, the range of filterwidths that
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can be used is limited by the need to resolve the shear layers. These issues can
be avoided by using homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT) as the testbed
case within the coupled DNS-LES method we propose for evaluation of scalar
modeling. Because this analysis examines both causes and effects of variance
prediction error, its findings provide useful guidance for diagnosing variance
model performance in more complex geometries.
Exclusion of turbulence modeling errors and careful attention to the
effects of filtered scalar evolution error distinguish the methodology used here
from other a posteriori analyses of variance modeling, even those also using
HIT [24]. Only by controlling for these factors can transport equation models,
algebraic models, and DNS variance results be compared in an informative
manner.
3.2.1 Computational Method
Our simulation method is built upon a pseudospectral code for di-
rect numerical simulation of homogeneous isotropic turbulence [44, 45]. This
DNS solver was modified to additionally solve the LES filtered scalar equation
(Eq. 1.10), STE model (Eq. 1.21), and VTE model (Eq. 1.15). The accuracy
of the equations’ discretizations could be varied from spectral (SP) numerical
accuracy by replacing true wavenumber values with modified wavenumbers cor-
responding to second order central (C2), fourth order central (C4), and sixth
order Padé (P6) schemes [13, 15]. The code’s DNS functionality was retained,
allowing fully resolved velocity and scalar fields to be simulated alongside the
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LES quantities.
To clarify the subsequent discussion, we introduce some conventions
for our notation. First, a symbol without additional superscripts represents
a quantity that has been computed from DNS in exact form. For example,
a plain P denotes production values obtained by applying Eq. 1.16. Second,
a symbol accompanied by a superscript indicates a modeled quantity. The
superscript itself denotes the numerical accuracy used to evaluate the model
and any of its input variables. Thus, PC2 is calculated from Eq. 1.17 with sec-
ond order discretization and the input variables Z
C2
(the solution to Eq. 1.15
with second order discretization) and DC2T . A superscript ‘DNS’ indicates a
modeled quantity computed from DNS inputs with spectral numerical accu-
racy. Third, variance results are distinguished by a model and an order of
accuracy. For instance, ZVTE−2v is the VTE model value obtained from second
order discretization of Eq. 1.15 and and its closures.
Prior to beginning the variance model tests, the code was run in DNS-
only mode until a statistically stationary, randomly forced [46] velocity field
was obtained. Next, a DNS resolution scalar field was initialized [44] and used









initial Z field was also used to produce four copies of the initial condition of Z2
for the STE evolutions or of Zv for the VTE evolutions. The simulation was
then resumed in DNS-LES mode. Rather than solving LES momentum equa-
tions, filtered DNS velocities were used for advancing all the LES scalar, second
moment, and variance equations. The filtered velocities were also required for
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computing the eddy diffusivity (Eq. 1.11 using a dynamic model [22]). Be-
cause no eddy viscosity model was required, the dynamic coefficient Cd was
determined directly rather than found using a turbulent Schmidt number. At
each iteration, Cd was estimated and eddy diffusivity values were computed for
each of the four filtered scalars. For example, DC2T was found from Z
C2
and the
filtered velocities using second order finite differencing, and so on. Likewise, a
subfilter dissipation and production value were computed for each of the four
VTE evolutions and a filtered dissipation rate was found for each of the four
STE evolutions. Finally, the BPR and CDM dynamic variance models were
computed from each of the filtered scalars using the corresponding numerical
scheme.
The simulation procedure is summarized in Fig. 3.1. As it shows, four
variance models are evaluated at four levels of nominal numerical accuracy.
At each level of accuracy, the four variance models’ predictions are linked by
a shared filtered scalar field but the variance models have no effect on each
other. No interactions occur across numerical schemes as the scalars have no
effect on the DNS velocity information that they share.
3.2.2 Model Comparison Approach
A typical approach to a priori subfilter model evaluation is to make
pointwise comparisons between exact and modeled values of a given subfilter
quantity, both having been computed from the same DNS-evolved fields, and
then gauge model accuracy on the basis of correlation coefficients [47], mean
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the coupled DNS-LES simulation method.
square error [48], or similar statistics. In the current analysis, even though
fields of the fully resolved, DNS-evolved scalar Z are available for computing
“exact” subfilter variance values, these values are not expected to be in direct
correspondence with the modeled variances. In practical LES, a given filtered
field cannot be uniquely associated with a particular state of small scale tur-
bulence [5]. Instead, models try to represent an average subfilter effect on
the filtered scales due to the entire set of possible small scale conditions. The
DNS fields evolved here represent just one of these subfilter states, so the
filtered DNS results cannot be tracked instantaneously by any LES closure.
Furthermore, the LES evolutions can be expected to diverge from point-wise
comparability over time due to even slight numerical error effects at each time
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step. Therefore, this analysis evaluates variance modeling outcomes by com-
paring the statistics of the predicted variance fields, and not by computing
the statistics of pointwise comparisons between those fields, or between those
fields and DNS results.
Since the flow being considered is isotropic, a subfilter variance field at
a given time step is readily recast as an approximate one-point, one-time pdf.
While moments of these pdfs can be easily computed, allowing concise com-
parisons between models, the comprehensive information provided by the pdf
is valuable, especially for providing qualitative insights to model performance.
However, subfilter variance pdfs are often highly skewed, making them diffi-
cult to adequately depict using histograms and causing comparisons between
model results to be too dependent on ad hoc bin selection. Quantile-quantile
(q-q) plots are used in this work as an alternative method for comparing model
predictions. The interpretation of q-q plots is described in the Appendix.
3.3 Results
A computational domain of 2563 grid points was used for all simulations
presented here. The DNS velocity field was forced at the large scales to main-
tain Reλ = 80. The DNS scalar field had a unity Schmidt number and was
decaying. The evolutions of the scalar fields were carried out over periods up
to about 2.5τ , where τ is the eddy turn-over time as calculated from the DNS
velocity field. By this point, mean variance values were near zero. The grid
spacing h was set equal to the filterwidth ∆ in the modified wavenumber ex-
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pressions to emulate the grid-based filtering approach. Models were tested at
filterwidths of 8η, 16η, and 32η, where η is the Kolmogorov length, except for
the final two transport equation modeling cases (Sec. 3.3.3.2 and Sec. 3.3.3.3)
which were tested at 16η only. For all test filtering performed, ∆̂/∆ = 2.
3.3.1 Filtered Scalar Evolution
As described in Sec. 3.2, central schemes are used for all finite differ-
ence evaluations. Preferably, upwind schemes are used for scalar convection
because central schemes lead to accumulation of energy at the small scales
and numerical instability in the absence of a diffusion term [49]. However,
when a diffusion term is present, as it is here, it acts to remove excess small
scale energy and maintain stability. Therefore, it was elected to use central
schemes in wavenumber space for all terms rather than employ upwinding for
the convection term in physical space.
Typically, the equation for the filtered scalar is solved in the form given
by Eq. 1.10, with the diffusion term evaluated using two applications of a first
derivative finite difference operator. As a result, the diffusion term is un-
derpredicted at high wavenumbers, even when a sixth-order accurate scheme
for the first derivative is used. The consequences of this lack of accuracy are
clear when the spectra of the filtered scalars are compared, as in Fig. 3.2(a).
More energy persists at high wavenumbers for scalars evolved with lower order
schemes, although the numerically exact subfilter scalar flux closure is actually
overdissipative. Further tests showed this to be due, at least in part, to over-
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prediction of the model’s coefficient caused by lack of scale invariance between
the filter and test scales. To test the effect of convective term error, filtered
scalars were also evolved with exact treatment of the convection operator but
finite difference evaluation of their diffusion terms. Scalars evolved with lower
order schemes still had greater energy at high wavenumbers, indicating that
the differences between schemes are not due solely to convection term errors.
A simple means to partially remedy this problem consists in expanding

















allowing a second derivative finite difference operator to be used for part of the
diffusion term. The spectra of filtered scalars evolved using the diffusion term
in the form given on the right hand side of Eq. 3.1, shown in Fig. 3.2(b), testify
to the improved accuracy of this representation. However, the effects of finite
difference error are still obvious and are not compensated by the dynamically-
modeled eddy diffusivity because its energy content is almost uniform across
the resolved scales.
3.3.2 Dynamic Models
The a priori tests of Chapter 2 show that implementation of either the
CDM or BPR dynamic closures (Eqs. 1.23-1.27) using finite differences leads,
on average, to underprediction of the subfilter variance compared to numeri-
































Figure 3.2: Filtered scalar Z spectra at t = 0.7τ for filtered DNS ( ) and
LES evolved with spectral ( ), C2 ( ), C4 ( ), and P6 ( )
schemes using diffusion term as given by (a) Eq. 3.1, LHS (b) Eq. 3.1, RHS.
lower order finite difference schemes generally underestimate the gradient-
based quantity Mv (in both its BPR and CDM forms) in the denominator
of the expression for the model coefficient Cv, while the Leonard term Lv is
unaffected. Consequently, the value of Cv decreases as more accurate schemes
are used. In the dynamic model, the model coefficient multiplies |∇Z|2, which
increases in value when approximated by more accurate schemes. Thus, the
numerical error observed in the modeled variance depends on the degree of
error cancellation occurring between Cv and |∇Z|2.
When dynamic models are evaluated within an LES, the filtered scalar
field input to the model includes modeling and numerical errors. Clearly,
changes in model input lead to changes in model output. A side effect is
that the numerical error within the variance model computation can also be
modified if the errors in the LES filtered scalar evolution produce a field that
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is more or less smooth than that obtained by filtering DNS of the same flow.
As shown in Fig. 3.2, filtered scalars evolved using finite differences are
left with a greater amount of energy at high wavenumbers as the simulation
progresses. Since Lv is a measure of scalar energy between the test and LES
filter scales, higher values of Lv result as lower accuracy centered differences
are used. As in the a priori case, Mv is underestimated by finite differences
relative to its actual value for a given scalar field. The difference here is that
each scheme acts on a different scalar field, so scalar evolution error competes
with gradient evaluation error in determining Mv. A similar competition
between these two sources of error occurs in the determination of |∇Z|2.
Fig. 3.3 shows how the distributions of predicted variance values change
as the simulation proceeds. Results are shown for ∆ = 16η only, but are repre-
sentative of the results at 8η and 32η. The nearly linear shape of the quantile-
quantile plots, found for each filterwidth considered across a range of times,
indicates that both models and all finite difference schemes produce distribu-
tions of subfilter variance values that are similar in shape to the pdf of the true
variance, which is strongly left-skewed with a long right tail. Although values
in the tail occur relatively infrequently, they are significant because they signal
the presence of a fuel-air interface. For times less than half an eddy turn over
time (not shown), both models predict distributions of variance values with
right tails that are too short. This result is manifested in underprediction of
the 0.8 and higher quantiles. Variance values peak at about 0.6τ , the time
depicted in Fig. 3.3(a). Subsequently, as shown in Figs. 3.3(b)-(c) lower order
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schemes predict more extreme values of Zv than higher order schemes due to
the error of the filtered scalar evolution counteracting gradient underpredic-
tion. At all times, CDM model values are higher than the corresponding BPR
model values, which is easily explained by comparing the models’ expressions
for Mv.
Mean variance values 〈Zv〉 are tracked in Fig. 3.4. A mean value is
determined as the arithmetic average of the variance values associated with
each grid point in the domain. These results are consistent with the quantile
comparisons. Average modeled variances are generally too low.
In summary, q-q plots indicate that the scaling relationship proposed
by the dynamic model manages to capture the distributional form of variance
values for this flow. However, model results are very sensitive to the smallest
scales of the filtered scalar solution, which are most susceptible to model and
numerical error. Numerical error in computing |∇Z|2 is insufficiently compen-
sated for by overprediction of Cv, resulting in underprediction of variance.
3.3.3 Transport Equation Models
Transport equation models present an attractive alternative to alge-
braic dynamic models because they avoid the assumption of local equilibrium
between production and dissipation. However, it then becomes necessary to
specify the dissipation rate model constant Cτ , which had been conveniently
subsumed by the dynamic variance model coefficient Cv. The results obtained














































































Figure 3.3: Quantile-quantile comparison of dynamic variance model predic-
tions to DNS results ( ). Shown are CDM (filled symbols) and BPR (open
symbols) model results at filterwidth ∆ = 16η and times of (a) 0.6τ (b) τ and
(c) 2τ . Schemes used for filtered scalar evolution and variance model imple-
mentation are spectral (square), C2 (triangle), C4 (diamond), and P6 (star).
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Figure 3.4: Evolution of volume mean of subfilter variance predictions by DNS
( ) and CDM (filled symbols) and BPR (open symbols) dynamic models
for ∆ = 16η. Schemes used for filtered scalar evolution and variance model
implementation are spectral (square), C2 (triangle), C4 (diamond), and P6
(star).
modeled. In fact, dissipation modeling error can be far more severe than
numerical error. Variance modeling results using three different dissipation
closure methods are discussed below and shown in Fig. 3.5. In the first case,
the usual approach in practical LES was followed by setting Cτ to an assumed
constant value. The selected value proved to be too low, causing the VTE
and STE to predict excessively high variance values [Fig. 3.5(a)]. The next
two cases exploited DNS scalar information to aid in dissipation modeling.
These approaches allow the overall potential of transport equation-based vari-
ance modeling to be assessed pending further developments in dissipation rate
modeling. The second case fitted a linear model to values of εZ and Zv/τZ
from DNS [Fig. 3.5(b)]. In the third case, no model form was assumed. In-
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stead, mean values of εZ and χZ conditioned on Zv were computed from the
DNS scalar field, then supplied as models to the VTE and STE evolutions
[Fig. 3.5(c)].
3.3.3.1 Constant Cτ = 2
Fig. 3.6 shows q-q plots of variance predictions made using the second
moment equation. The STE model results for ∆ = 16η at t = τ are compared
to DNS values in Fig. 3.6(a)-(b). Clearly, the STE model results are not a
good match to the values obtained from DNS or, for that matter, from one
of the dynamic models. They differ in both magnitude and distributional
form. Where the true variance has a left skewed distribution, the STE model
produces variance values that are more broadly and almost symmetrically
distributed around the mean value, which, as shown in Fig. 3.5(a), is too high.
In Fig. 3.6(b), the predictions of the STE solved using finite difference methods
are compared to the spectral solution. Reducing the accuracy of the finite
difference scheme lengthens both tails of the predicted variance distribution.
The left tail extends to negative variance values, which are not physically
realizable. The zero values of the lowest quantiles result from clipping these
negative variance values to zero.
The main reason for the discrepancy between the STE results and the
true variance is the performance of the model for χZ . From the quantiles plot-
ted in Fig. 3.7(a), it can be seen that the model fails to replicate the full range
of χZ values observed from DNS. On the other hand, model quantiles exceed
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of volume mean of subfilter variance predictions by DNS
( ), STE (filled symbols), and VTE (open symbols) for (a) Case 1, Cτ = 2
(b) Case 2, linear fit (c) Case 3, conditional mean. Schemes used are C2
(triangle), C4 (diamond), and P6 (star).
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Figure 3.6: Quantile-quantile comparison of STE variance model predictons
in Case 1. Predictions for filterwidth ∆ = 16η at t = τ are plotted against (a)
DNS variance ( ) and (b) spectral STE results. Schemes used are spectral
(square), C2 (triangle), C4 (diamond), and P6 (star).
DNS quantiles over an interval corresponding to about 60 percent probabil-
ity due to overprediction of ZSTEv . This trend is explained by examining the
conditional means of filtered scalar dissipation rate predictions conditioned on
the subfilter variance value, denoted by 〈χ|Zv〉 and depicted in Fig. 3.7(b).
The model mean values are nearly linear, since the average contribution of the
second term (2D∇Z · ∇Z) is small relative to that of the first term (CτZv/τ)
and values of τ are not strongly correlated to those of Zv. In comparison to
the DNS results, the choice Cτ = 2 is clearly too low. While the relationship
between DNS values of 〈χ|Zv〉 and Zv is not purely linear, it seems that the
current functional form of the model is less problematic than the setting of
model parameters. This issue will be taken up again in Sec. 3.3.3.2.
Fig. 3.8 shows the predictions of the variance transport equation at
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Figure 3.7: Filtered scalar dissipation rate χZ results for STE with ∆ = 16η
at t = τ in Case 1. (a) quantile-quantile comparison of χSPZ (square), χ
C2
Z
(triangle), χC4Z (diamond), and χ
P6
Z (star) values with exact χZ from DNS
( ) and (b) mean filtered dissipation conditioned on the variance, showing
exact DNS 〈χZ |Zv〉 ( ), and model results 〈χSPZ |ZSTE−SPv 〉 ( ), and
〈χC2Z |ZSTE−2v 〉 ( ). The variance range extend to the 0.99 quantile of
ZSTE−2v values.
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t = τ with ∆ = 16η. As for the STE, the VTE model predicts a roughly
symmetrical distribution of variance values, rather than the highly skewed
distribution followed by DNS and dynamic model values. Predicted values are
generally too high, although the overprediction is slightly improved over the
STE due to numerical errors in the production term.
As already discussed in Sec. 3.3.2, numerical error in evaluating |∇Z|2
can be large when the filterwidth and grid spacing are equal. It was verified
that underprediction of the production term was not a result of modeling error
in Eq. 1.17. Fig. 3.9 presents an a priori evaluation of the model using the fully
resolved Z from DNS. Conditioned on the exact subfilter variance, the models
yields higher production values on average. In fact, the true production term
can act as a sink for variance. At the time depicted (t = τ), about twenty
percent of the actual production values were negative. The mean modeled
production, conditioned on the true production, shows that the model is quite
good at predicting the magnitude of energy transfer but can only allow transfer
in one direction.
3.3.3.2 Fitted Dissipation Model Coefficients
The modeling error encountered in predicting the subfilter scalar dissi-
pation rate is a primary source of error for both the VTE and STE approaches.
However, within this testing framework, the accuracy of the dissipation rate
model can be significantly increased by using information from the concur-
rent DNS scalar evolution. The viability of transport equation based variance
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Figure 3.8: Quantile-quantile comparison of VTE variance model predictions
in Case 1 with ∆ = 16η at t = τ . Quantiles of ZVTE−SPv (square), Z
VTE−2
v
(triangle), ZVTE−4v (diamond), and Z
VTE−6
v (star) are plotted against quantiles
























































Figure 3.9: Conditional means of variance production P from DNS with ∆ =
16η at t = τ comparing exact and model results. (a) 〈P|Zv〉 where Zv is the
exact variance and P is from Eq. 1.16 ( ) and 〈PDNS|Zv〉 from production
model Eq. 1.17 ( ) and (b) 〈PDNS|P〉.
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Figure 3.10: Time history of linear fit dissipation model constants c0 ( )
and c1 ( ) in Case 2.
modeling in terms of numerical error effects can then be assessed without
overwhelming errors in dissipation rate modeling. In this section, the current
modeling form for εZ is retained, but model constants are determined from the
DNS scalar evolution. Specifically, at each time step, values of εZ and Zv/τZ
are computed from the DNS scalar field and a least squares linear fit is made
to the data. The least squares coefficients are then used to determine modeled
dissipation values according to




Ideally, c0 = 0 to avoid the occurrence of negative variance values, but this
value was not prescribed. Non-zero c0 indicate nonlinearity in the relationship
between εZ and Zv/τZ .
A sample time history of the fitted coefficients is shown in Fig. 3.10 to
illustrate general trends. The exact behavior varies somewhat between DNS
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realizations. The value of c1 is initially low, but as the mean variance reaches
its peak, c1 attains a value of about four, more than twice the previously used
value Cτ = 2. Afterward, c1 fluctuates but continues to show an increasing
trend out to 2.5τ . The constant term, c0, peaks at about the same time as
the mean variance. These changes can be explained by examining the shape
of the conditional mean of 〈εZ |Zv/τZ〉, which has a similar shape to 〈εZ |Zv〉
[Fig. 3.12(a)]. Notably, the portion of the curve associated with small variance
values is steeper than the rest of the curve. Therefore, the value of c1 increases
as the variance decays because it is being fit to the steep part of the curve.
With this new expression for εZ , the predictions of both the VTE and
STE are markedly improved. Fig. 3.5(b) depicts the evolution of the volume
averaged mean variance. In general, the VTE appears more accurate than the
STE due to error in the gradient-squared term of the model for χ. Since the
gradient-squared quantity is multiplied by the molecular diffusivity, D, its con-
tribution to χZ can be expected to decrease for higher Reynolds number flows
with DT much greater than D. It can also be observed from Figure 3.5(b)
that using a less accurate finite difference scheme lowers the mean variance
prediction of the VTE. This is due to underestimation of the modeled produc-
tion, which also contains the gradient-squared quantity, but multiplied by DT
instead of D. Thus, the production term is likely to become more problematic
at increased Reynolds number.
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3.3.3.3 Conditional Mean Dissipation Modeling
The second DNS-based modeling option uses conditional mean values
to predict the dissipation rate at a point in the flow as a function of the local
variance value. It is well known that the conditional mean of X conditioned
on Y, 〈X|Y 〉, is the most accurate predictor, in terms of mean square pre-
diction error, of X given knowledge only of Y [11]. This fact suggests using
conditional statistics computed at each timestep from the DNS as dissipation
rate “models.”







εexactZ |ξ = Zexactv
〉
. (3.4)







χexactZ |ξ = Zexactv
〉
. (3.6)
The conditional means are computed based on the DNS scalar field
but are applied to the modeled variance fields, and so are not necessarily the
best predictor for those fields because they evolve under modeled equations.
This procedure does not guarantee a correct unconditional mean dissipation
unless the distribution of variance values from DNS and the model are the
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same, which requires that the entire transport equation model be accurate.
However, these dissipation models should show good accuracy compared to
other models based on the variance value at each point. Results from these
models can be compared to the results of the previous section to gain a sense
of the effectiveness of the existing dissipation model formulation.
In terms of mean variance prediction, the accuracy of the STE using
Eq. 3.5 more nearly approaches that of the VTE using Eq. 3.3, as shown in
Fig. 3.5(c). Comparing Fig. 3.5(c) to Fig. 3.5(b), the VTE shows smaller gains
in accuracy, indicating that the timescale relationship model reasonably ap-
proximates the conditional mean model provided the proper model coefficients
can be specified. Means of the P6 and spectral evolutions are almost equiva-
lent for both transport equation models, so only the P6 results are shown in
these figures.
Quantiles are plotted in Fig. 3.11. The STE shows less disparity be-
tween schemes than the VTE as the variance values reach their peak around
t = 0.5τ . By t = τ , as the variance values are decaying, this finding is re-
versed. This could be due to the combined effect of filtered scalar and second
moment evolution error on the STE. On the other hand, C4, P6, and spectral
VTE results have nearly collapsed, although the C2 VTE result shows poor
agreement because of numerical error in the production term. It can also be
observed from Fig. 3.11 that many of the q-q plots have an initial vertical seg-
ment. These vertical segments result from clipping unphysical negative model
variance values to zero. In general, the STE requires more clipping of negative
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values than does the VTE due to the subtraction step required to evaluate the
variance.
While the conditional mean models improve the prediction of mean
variance values, their accuracy is limited. This is a concern given the scalar
dissipation rate’s role in combustion modeling. The conditional standard de-
viation, conditioned on variance, of both the filtered and subfilter scalar dis-
sipation rates is quite high, indicating that large fluctuations about the mean
values occur even at low scalar variance values. Note that the conditional
standard deviation, defined as
sdev (εZ |Zv) =
〈
(εZ − 〈εZ |Zv〉)2 |Zv
〉1/2
(3.7)
is related to the irreducible error [8–10] associated with the predictor variable
Zv by
〈







The conditional mean of εZ is compared to its standard deviation for three
different times in Fig. 3.12, which shows that the variability of the dissipation
rate persists even after the scalar is fairly well mixed. This error in dissipation
rate modeling can be dealt with in two different ways. In the first approach,
we can directly formulate a model for the standard deviation of the dissipation
rate through a presumed pdf approach or through a stochastic model. Here,
it is assumed that the standard deviation arises from the lack of a model that
characterizes the fluctuations in the dissipation rate. Alternately, we can take
the view that this standard deviation is the irreducible error that arises from
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the random nature of the subfilter scalar disitribution. Based on stochastic
estimation theory [11] it is then possible to reduce this error by choosing a
model that uses additional input variables.
3.4 Summary
This chapter presents a new approach to a posteriori analysis of scalar
modeling that removes the effect of turbulence modeling errors through a cou-
pled DNS-LES simulation method. The analysis approach was used to assess
four subfilter scalar variance models, with a focus on numerical error effects in
the context of practical LES using grid-based filtering. Dynamic models were
found to be sensitive to filtered scalar modeling and discretization error as well
as numerical error in discretizing the models, which are based on the magni-
tude of the filtered scalar gradient. The models generally underpredicted the
variance. Because central schemes were used to discretize the filtered scalar
transport equation, numerical error in the filtered scalar evolution somewhat
counteracted the model discretization error. However, when the filtered scalar
equation is solved using dissipative upwind schemes it is likely that the two
errors will compound.
Two transport equation models were considered, the second moment
transport equation (STE) and variance transport equation (VTE) models. Al-
though these models are equivalent at the level of their continuous equations,
they yield different results when discretized. The greatest effect of numerical







































































































Figure 3.11: Quantile-quantile comparison of variance model predictions from
Case 3. Results with filterwidth ∆ = 16η are plotted for (a) STE, t = 0.5τ
(b) VTE, t = 0.5τ (c) STE, t = τ and (d) VTE, t = τ . Schemes used are
spectral (square), C2 (triangle), C4 (diamond), and P6 (star).
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Figure 3.12: Conditional statistics of subfilter scalar dissipation evaluated from
DNS with filterwidth ∆ = 16η including (a) conditional mean 〈εZ |Zv〉 and (b)
conditional standard deviation sdev(εZ |Zv) at times 0.5τ ( ), τ ( ),
and 1.5τ ( ).
dynamic models, the production model depends on the magnitude of the fil-
tered scalar gradient and is underpredicted by finite differences. The resolved
dissipation term in the STE model was underpredicted for the same reason, but
is typically a less significant term than production in high Reynolds number
flows. Additionally, the use of higher order schemes was effective in reduc-
ing the numerical error in both models’ predictions. Mean variances from
the sixth-order Padé scheme implementations of the STE and VTE showed
very close agreement with mean variances from the spectral accuracy model
implementations.
Closure of the subfilter scalar dissipation rate was found to be the
major issue for both transport equation models. Modeling strategies were
tested by calibrating dissipation rate models using the fully resolved scalar
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fields available from the DNS portion of the simulation. The results show that
variance can be predicted fairly accurately using dissipation models based on
the local variance value and a mixing timescale, despite the random error of
variance-based prediction of dissipation. A dynamic estimation procedure to
set the model coefficient Cτ has been developed in light of these results and is
presented in Ch. 5.
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Chapter 4
Explicit Filtering for Numerically Accurate
Scalar Modeling
The results of Ch. 3 explored the effects of numerical error on scalar
modeling by varying the order of finite difference scheme used in the dis-
cretization of the LES scalar equations while holding the resolution of the
computational mesh constant relative to the filterwidth. For transport equa-
tion models , a sixth-order accurate Padé (P6) scheme was accurate enough to
yield good agreement with the mean subfilter variance predictions from spec-
tral implementation of the models. In contrast, P6 results did not converge to
spectral results in the case of algebraic dynamic models because these mod-
els are strongly dependent on the smallest scales of the filtered scalar field.
Variance prediction was strongly affected by numerical error when second and
even fourth order accurate schemes were used. Nevertheless, only such lower
order schemes are practicable in many LES computations. The explicit filter-
ing methodology is an alternative means of controlling numerical error in LES.
Additionally, it makes the filter that effectively operates on the discretized LES
equations more consistent with the filtering operation that is used to derive
the continuous LES equations [50]. This aspect of explicit filtering is explained
in more detail in Sec. 4.1. However, explicit filtering increases the cost of a
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simulation for a fixed filterwidth and also affects the formulation of subfilter
models, so the benefits of explicit filtering need to be evaluated carefully.
In this chapter, the explicitly filtered scalar equations and subfilter
models are formulated and the coupled DNS-LES method is modified to ex-
amine the numerical convergence of these equations in homogeneous isotropic
turbulence as the ratio ∆/h (filter-to-grid ratio, or FGR) is increased from 1
to 8 by fixing ∆ while refining the computational mesh. An indication of the
modeling complications that arise in the explicit filtering approach is given by
the fact that the variance transport equation cannot be written in a conve-
nient form, although the second moment transport equation remains available
as a modeling choice. Nonetheless, increasing the FGR leads to numerically
converged results for the filtered scalar and subfilter variance.
4.1 LES Equations and the Filtering Operation
As described in Sec. 1.1, most large eddy simulations and all known
LES of combustion use a form of filtering that is referred to in this work
as grid-based filtering. In this approach to filtering, the coarseness of the
computational mesh, combined with discrete evaluation of derivatives, takes
the place of a well-defined filter operator to eliminate small length scales from
the flow solution [51]. In one dimension, the relationship between discrete
differentiation and filtering can be easily demonstrated [51]. However, the
system of partial differential equations to be solved in LES involves a mix of
first and second derivatives in all three coordinate directions and cannot be
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linked to a single filter operator. In effect, a different filter acts on each term
of the equation [52, 53]. Furthermore, the filter acting on a particular term
varies spatially and temporally when numerical schemes employing adaptive
stencils, such as WENO schemes [54], are used and different discretizations are
frequently employed for the filtered momentum and scalar transport equations,
leading to an effective filter that depends on the variable type. Undoubtedly,
a coarse numerical discretization limits the length scales present in the flow
solution but the precise way in which those length scales have been removed is
impossible to characterize. It is important to note that some type of filtering of
the LES solution is required because nonlinear terms in the equations generate
smaller scales. In Chapters 2 and 3, the choice of numerical scheme was treated
as a separate layer on top of the filter effect attributed to the mesh resolution.
This was possible because spectral methods were available for solving the LES
equations and the filter-like effects of finite differencing could be separated from
those of limited mesh resolution. However, these two effects are inextricably
bound in most flow simulations, leading to grid-based filtering sometimes being
described as a combined product of grid spacing and numerical methods.
The basic idea of the explicit filtering approach is to use a grid spacing
which is smaller than the filterwidth so that the filtered solution is numeri-
cally well resolved. The wavenumber content of the filtered fields is controlled
by filtering the nonlinear terms of their evolution equations. A fundamental
question in the explicit filtering approach is the nature of the filtering opera-
tion and its implications for the filtered flow equations to be solved. Explicitly
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defined filters already see use in grid-filtered LES, where they accomplish the
test filtering operation required in dynamic modeling approaches. Typically,
box filters are used under the assumptions that the grid-based filter is ap-
proximately a box filter and that the test and LES filter should be of the
same type, as well as for their convenience. Clearly, no such constraint ap-
plies when the LES filter itself is explicitly defined. While conventional filter
forms, such as the box filter, remain available, other formulations have been
proposed with specific desirable properties. In particular, when the filter-
width varies throughout the domain, commutation error between filtering and
differentiation occurs. For purposes of deriving the LES equations from the
Navier-Stokes and scalar transport equations, a commutation error operator










A method for constructing discrete filters which commute with differentiation
up to some order of accuracy was presented in Ref. 52, and filters of this type
were recently used in LES of channel flow [55]. Commutation error is not an
issue for the simulations performed here. Nonetheless, the procedure developed
for discrete commuting filters is still useful because it allows a filter transfer
function to be defined independently of the computational mesh. Therefore,
increasing computational resolution through mesh refinement does not alter
the physical resolution of turbulence imposed by the filter.
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4.2 Discrete Commutative Filters
This section provides a brief overview of the method used for defining
discrete commutative filters. More details can be found in Refs. 52 and 55.
The method is applicable to a stretched Cartesian grid that can be mapped to
a uniformly spaced mesh in a computational space. Three-dimensional filter-
ing is achieved by applying a one-dimensional discrete filter in each coordinate
direction. Restricting our attention to the one-dimensional case for simplic-
ity, consider a variable ψd (x) defined on a discrete mesh with constant mesh
spacing h in the mapped computational coordinate ξ, where x = f (ξ). The
superscript ‘d’ is introduced to emphasize that ψd is a discrete variable. Then
the filtering operation at grid point xj (here j indicates the grid point location,





d (f (ξj + lh)) (4.2)









In these equations, j is the index of the grid point and l indexes the location
of a point within the filter stencil relative to the grid point. The extent of
the filter stencil is given by the integers Kj and Lj and may vary over the
domain to cope with boundaries. Corresponding to each point in the stencil
is a weight, wjl , which must be determined by prescribing certain properties of
the filter. One such property is order of commutation error. For m-th order
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accuracy in commutation error, the moments of the filter function Mk must
be zero for k = 1, 2...,m − 1 [52]. As for all LES filters, it is necessary that
M0 = 1. These constraints on the values of the filter moments can used in a
constrained minimization procedure to produce filters whose transfer functions
closely match a desired shape, usually an approximation to a sharp spectral
filter [52]. This approach to setting filter weights is used here, following the
procedure developed in Ref. 55 and, as in that work, specifying nominal fourth
order accuracy in commutation error and the filter transfer function shape
shown in Fig. 4.2. The filterwidth ∆ is set by forcing the value of the filter
transfer function Ĝ (π/∆) = 0.5.
It should be noted that the prescribed level of commutation error may
not be observed in a simulation because the relevant definition of commutation
error is no longer in terms of continuous filtering and differentiation, as in
Eq. 4.1, but rather in terms of discrete filtering and differentiation. This












where δ/δx indicates a finite difference operator. In Ref. 52, an expression
for the order of commutation error is found using the calculus of continuous
variables, which especially relies on the Taylor series representation of ψ and
involves derivatives of ψ and of the filter moments Mk. No discrete analog to
this expression is developed in Ref. 52. Instead, the expression for continuous
variables and continuous filter functions is assumed to hold in the discrete case.
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However, it will be shown here that in the discrete case, the magnitude of the
commutation error depends on the details of the finite difference scheme as


































Under the definition of commutation error for continuous variables (Eq. 4.1),
no commutation error occurs if the filter function does not depend on the
filtering location, but only on the displacement from that location. For the
























and zero commutation error is not guaranteed unless the finite difference























The commutation error of discrete filters will not be investigated further here,
but it is worth pointing out that what is true in the mathematics of continuous
variables may not carry over to the discrete case. Another example of this,
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already encountered in this work, is the difference in the computational results
of the STE and VTE despite the equivalence of their continuous equations.
Commutation error is not an issue in these simulations, where the pe-
riodic domain allows uniform filtering and finite difference operators to be ap-
plied at all grid points and in each of the three coordinate directions. Rather,
three vanishing moments (M1, M2, and M3) were specified to generate filters
that are similar to what may be used in more practical computations. As a rule
of thumb, the nominal order of commutation error should be at least as high as
the order of truncation error [52]. Weights were computed for ∆/h = 2, 4, 8, 16
to account for both the LES explicit filter and the test filter used in dynamic
modeling procedures and are listed in Appendix B.
A disadvantage to filters of this kind is the large stencil size required to
obtain nicely shaped filters. For example, the test filter corresponding to the
∆/h = 4 case has a stencil of 29 points. Large stencil size increases the cost of
filtering in terms of the number of arithmetic operations and amount of inter-
processor communication required and results in a larger region where the
filter must be modified to account for domain boundaries. If filter size varies
slowly or only second order accurate numerical schemes are used, it may be
preferable to use a more compact box filter, as all filters that are symmetric
in the computational coordinate, including the standard box filter, commute
to at least second order [50].
Another shortcoming of the current form of the discrete commuting
filter method is that it is not applicable to structured meshes in cylindrical
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Figure 4.1: Transfer functions of one-dimensional filters. The discrete com-
muting filter (• ) used in the present work is compared to a sharp spectral
filter ( ). Note that Ĝ (π/∆) = 0.5 for the discrete commuting filter.
coordinates, which are frequently employed in simulations of round jet flames.
Further investigation of this issue is planned as an area of future work.
4.3 Scalar Equations in Explicit LES
The use of explicit filtering invalidates some of the assumptions used
in deriving a transport equation for subfilter scalar variance. Here, we provide
the explicitly filtered scalar equation and second-moment transport equation.
The incompressible flow formulation is used for the reasons given in Sec. 1.2.In


















and MZ,i denotes the subfilter scalar flux term that is now defined as uiZ −
















This should be compared to Eq. 1.10, written for the grid-based filtering ap-
proach. Note that in contrast to some implementations of explicit filtering, no
distinction is made between subfilter scales and subgrid scales [56] and decon-
volution modeling techniques [57] are not employed. This approach is taken to
maintain a clear distinction between modeling and discretization in developing
the closed form equations and ensures that the subfilter models are themselves
numerically resolved.
No modification of the algebraic dynamic variance models (Eqs. 1.23-
1.27) is required under explicit filtering, Only the CDM form of the dynamic
closure [34] is implemented here as it showed superior performance to the BPR
form [9] in Ch. 3.
In grid-filtered LES, the variance transport equation can be derived in a
straightforward manner from the second moment transport equation (Eq. 1.21)
and the equation for Z
2
, which is obtained by multiplying Eq. 1.10 for the fil-
tered scalar by 2Z and applying the product rule. The resulting LES variance
transport equation is identical in form to the variance transport equation used
in Reynolds averaged simulations [17]. Eq. 4.10 cannot be manipulated to
yield a transport equation for Z
2
in the expected form for deriving the vari-
ance transport equation. However, no new complications arise in writing the
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This equation is identical to the equation for Z except for the appearance of
the unclosed filtered scalar dissipation term χZ .
Substituting the solutions of Eq. 4.11 and Eq. 4.10 into Eq. 1.12 com-
pletes the explicitly filtered second moment transport equation (exSTE) model
for Zv.
4.3.1 Subfilter Closures
Closure of Eq. 4.11 and Eq. 4.10 requires models for the eddy diffusivity
DT and the filtered scalar dissipation rate χZ . The dynamic model of Ref. 22


















after accounting for the altered form of the nonlinear terms. In this expression,
(̂·) indicates spatial test filtering at a filterwidth ∆̂. The ratio ∆̂/∆ = 2 is
used for computing the model.
Letting LZ,i andMZ,i denote, respectively, the bracketed quantities on
the left- and right-hand sides of Eq. 4.12, the model coefficient is estimated
by CZ = 〈LZ,iMZ,i〉 / 〈MZ,iMZ,i〉. Brackets 〈·〉 indicate volume averaging
operation whose precise definition depends on the flow configuration. A volume
average is appropriate for homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
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This model form is identical to that used in LES with grid-based filtering,
Eq. 1.22, except that the entire quantity is filtered to make its wavenumber
content consistent with the definition of χZ . The first term on the right hand
side represents the subfilter contribution to the dissipation rate and is modeled
as proportional to the variance and inversely proportional to a mixing timescale
that is formed from the filterwidth and total diffusivity as in Eq. 1.20. The
model coefficient Cτ is usually set to an assumed constant value. Here, the
value Cτ = 5 is used based on previous experience with this flow configuration
in Ch. 3. The second term is the resolved dissipation, for which no modeling
is required.
4.3.2 Multiple Grid Coupled DNS-LES Method
The coupled DNS-LES method of Ch. 3 must be modified to be com-
patible with explicit filtering by discrete commuting filters. Previously, the
LES grid spacing was enforced through the value of h used in the modified
wavenumber expressions. Spectral cut-off filtering was used to remove Fourier
modes higher than those the allowed by nominal LES grid resolution while
solving for both DNS and LES quantities on the DNS mesh. Discrete com-
muting filters are designed under the assumption that the data sampling in-
tervals match the grid spacing. Therefore, it is necessary to use separate LES
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meshes for each level of resolution. FGRs of 1, 2, 4, and 8 were used, holding
the filterwidth fixed while increasing the fineness of the mesh. With a 2563
DNS grid and filterwidth of 16 times the DNS grid spacing (equal to 24 times
the Kolmogorov scale η), these ratios correspond to LES meshes of 163, 323,
643, and 1283, respectively. Note that no explicit filtering of nonlinear terms
is performed in the case with FGR = 1. This case corresponds to to the usual
grid-based filtering interpretation of LES where filtering of nonlinear terms
occurs implicitly through the limited mesh resolution.
A special technique was developed to transfer information from the
DNS mesh to the LES mesh without interpolation and without disruption to
the parallel data structure. First, a full turbulent field is filtered in place.
Next, the filtered field is Fourier transformed to the DNS spectral domain
using the fast Fourier transfer package FFTW [58]. The Fourier modes are
arranged on the grid so that the lowest magnitude wavenumbers are at the
corners of the domain and are typically stored in only a few processors The
appropriate subset of Fourier coefficients, corresponding to wavenumbers up to
the LES grid frequency, are identified and redistributed among the processors
for efficient parallel computations, embedding the data in arrays sized for the
partitioned DNS spectral domain. The inverse transform is performed only on
this subset of coefficients and the result is similarly embedded in arrays sized
for the partitioned DNS physical domain. This process is repeated for each
FGR and is carried out at the start of the simulation to generate the initial
LES scalar quantity fields and at each timestep to produce filtered velocity
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Figure 4.2: Selection of Fourier mode subsets in grid reduction method for
a 323 DNS grid to three LES grids. A kx-ky plane in the three dimensional
spectral domain is shown.
fields corresponding to each mesh.
Fig. 4.2 depicts the selection of Fourier modes step in the grid reduction
process for a 323 DNS grid to three LES grids. Note that the grids shown
in Fig. 4.2 are kx-ky planes of the spectral domain computational meshes.
Processor boundaries form kx-kz planes. However, these are omitted from the
figure for clarity.
4.3.3 Scalar Modeling Results
The second moment equation (Eq. 4.11) and dynamic variance model
(Eq. 1.23) were implemented in the multiple grid coupled DNS-LES method
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using second order central (C2) and fourth order central (C4) finite difference
schemes. Results of the C2 and C4 cases are qualitatively similar, but the C4
case exhibits more rapid convergence as the filter-to-grid ratio is increased.
The scalar fields are initialized in an unmixed state, then become increasingly
well mixed as the simulation proceeds. The accuracy of mixing prediction is
quantified by examining the temporal evolution of the resolved scalar energy
and mean (volume averaged) subfilter scalar variance, computed from the DNS
scalar field as well as the two variance models. The mean subfilter variance
〈Zv〉 exhibits a peak as mixing proceeds from large to small scales while the
resolved scalar energy 〈Z2〉 decays from its initial maximum value.
Fig. 4.3 shows the numerical convergence of the resolved scalar energy.
Using second order schemes, the grid-based filtering (FGR = 1) case underpre-
dicts the rate of mixing at resolved scales. For second order schemes, increasing
the FGR to 2 yields a major increase in numerical accuracy. The results for
filter-to-grid ratios of 4 and higher are nearly indistinguishable. With fourth
order schemes, an FGR of 2 or higher yields close agreement with spectral
numerical accuracy. The converged results indicate that the eddy diffusion
model for subfilter scalar flux tends to be overdissipative. This is interesting
because values of the diffusivity model coefficient CZ (Eq. 4.12) are highest
for the least numerically accurate cases and decrease as the grid is refined. It
should be recalled that the eddy diffusivity also depends on the magnitude of
the filtered strain rate, |S|, which is underpredicted by finite difference meth-
ods. Therefore, numerical error tends to camouflage the modeling error of the
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subfilter scalar flux closure.
Numerical convergence of the mean predicted variance values occurs
for both variance models, but the variance values predicted by the two models
are not in agreement. The results of the explicitly filtered second moment
equation model are shown in Fig. 4.5. The rates of convergence are similar
to those observed for 〈Z2〉, which is reasonable because the exSTE model
subtracts Z
2
from the result of Eq. 4.11 to find Zv. Additionally, Eq. 4.5
has a parallel structure to Eq. 4.10 apart from the filtered scalar dissipation
term, χZ . In Fig. 4.6, the mean value of the subfilter scalar dissipation rate
converges similarly to the mean subfilter variance value. This outcome is to
be expected, given the form of the subfilter scalar dissipation rate model and
the use of a constant model coefficient. The resolved dissipation, shown in
Fig. 4.7 manifests a stronger effect of numerical error due to its dependence
on the squared magnitude of the filtered scalar gradient, which is severely
underpredicted by finite difference methods [39, 41]. However, the resolved
dissipation is about one-tenth the magnitude of the subfilter dissipation.
The results of the CDM dynamic variance model are shown in Fig. 4.8.
This model shows a higher level of modeling error than the exSTE, tending to
overpredict variance when the scalar field is primarily mixing at large scales
and to underpredict variance as the scalar field becomes more finely mixed.
It should be noted that the better agreement of the exSTE model with the
DNS variance value is achieved by having a priori knowledge of an appropriate
value of the dissipation model coefficient Cτ . In contrast, the model coefficient
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Cv is estimated dynamically. Since the variance computed by the dynamic
model is proportional to the squared magnitude of the filtered scalar gradient,
it might be expected that the results would show a larger effect of numerical
error. However, numerical error in the estimation of Cv has been found to
compensate for gradient computation error [39, 41] and, as shown in Fig. 4.9,
this tendency persists in explicitly filtered LES. Faster convergence is seen for
the mean variance value predicted by the dynamic model than for the dynamic
model coefficient.
4.4 Summary
This chapter discussed the application of explicit filtering methods to
LES scalar modeling. The major benefit of explicit filtering lies in controlling
numerical error through grid refinement while holding the filterwidth fixed,
allowing grid independent LES solutions to be obtained. Explicit filtering
also resolves some inconsistencies between the continuous and discrete LES
equations that occur under grid-based filtering.
The multiple grid coupled DNS-LES method was to study the effects of
explicit filtering on subfilter scalar variance using an algebraic dynamic model
and the second moment transport equation in the form of Eq. 4.11, which is
slightly modified from the STE (Eq. 1.21) used in previous chapters. A useful
explicitly filtered variance transport equation cannot be written. The results
showed that even lower order finite difference methods can yield numerically
accurate variance predictions when combined with the explicit filtering tech-
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of resolved scalar energy 〈Z2〉 using (a) second order and
(b) fourth order schemes with filter-to-grid ratios of 1 ( ), 2 ( ), 4
( ), 8 ( ) compared to spectral LES ( ) and filtered DNS ( ).
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Figure 4.4: Model coefficient CZ of dynamic eddy diffusivity model using (a)
second order and (b) fourth order schemes with filter-to-grid ratios of 1 ( ),
2 ( ), 4 ( ), 8 ( ) compared to spectral LES ( ).
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of mean subfilter scalar variance 〈Zv〉 from exSTE using
(a) second order and (b) fourth order schemes with filter-to-grid ratios of 1
( ), 2 ( ), 4 ( ), 8 ( ) compared to spectral LES ( ) and
filtered DNS ( ).
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of mean subfilter scalar dissipation rate 〈εZ〉 from exSTE
using (a) second order and (b) fourth order schemes with filter-to-grid ratios
of 1 ( ), 2 ( ), 4 ( ), 8 ( ) compared to spectral LES ( )
and filtered DNS ( ).
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of mean resolved scalar dissipation rate using (a) second
order and (b) fourth order schemes with filter-to-grid ratios of 1 ( ), 2
( ), 4 ( ), 8 ( ) compared to spectral LES ( ) and filtered
DNS ( ).
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of mean subfilter scalar variance 〈Zv〉 from dynamic
model using (a) second order and (b) fourth order schemes with filter-to-grid
ratios of 1 ( ), 2 ( ), 4 ( ), 8 ( ) compared to spectral LES
( ) and filtered DNS ( ).
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Figure 4.9: Model coefficient Cv of CDM dynamic variance model using second
order schemes with filter-to-grid ratios of 1 ( ), 2 ( ), 4 ( ), 8
( ) compared to spectral LES ( ) and filtered DNS ( ).
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nique and modest filter-to-grid ratios. FGRs of 4 or greater yield variance
predictions in excellent agreement with spectral accuracy results for second
order schemes, while an FGR of 2 suffices in conjunction with fourth order
schemes.
These results indicate that explicit filtering is a viable approach to lim-
iting numerical error. However, the extension of explicit filtering methods to
more complex flow configurations presents additional challenges. In particular,
the kind of discrete commuting filter used here is not applicable to meshes de-
fined in non-Cartesian coordinate systems. However, the geometries of many
combustion systems are more naturally described in cylindrical coordinates,
and development of explicit filtering approaches for such geometries will be
pursued in future research.
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Chapter 5
Development of a Dynamic Nonequilibrium
Model for Subfilter Scalar Dissipation Rate
Modeling of scalar dissipation rate is critical to accurate simulation of
turbulent combustion using LES. The role of the scalar dissipation rate in
combustion modeling has been described in Chapter 1, and the importance of
subfilter scalar dissipation rate modeling for scalar variance prediction was a
major focus of Chapter 3. Nonequilibrium models for subfilter scalar dissipa-
tion rate, which take the form of Eq. 1.19, contain a timescale coefficient Cτ
that is generally unknown a priori and cannot be determined by conventional
dynamic modeling procedures. In this chapter, an alternative dynamic pro-
cedure is formulated from the variance transport equation (VTE), Eq. 1.15.
The modeling accuracy of the VTE-based dynamic model for Cτ is assessed
through a priori tests in homogeneous isotropic turbulence and in a planar
jet flow. Implementation issues of the model are discussed and integration of
the model with current modeling and computational methods is covered. The
effects of various forms of averaging used for coefficient estimation are con-
sidered and a novel conditional averaging approach is presented. Finally, the
coupled DNS-LES method is used to evaluate the effects of numerical error on
the accuracy of the model’s predictions.
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Existing scalar dissipation rate modeling approaches are reviewed in
the following section, re-emphasizing important points and elaborating on the
coverage of Sec. 1.3. Note that these equations are written in the grid-based
filtering framework for LES and do not use the explicit filtering techniques of
Chapter 4.
5.1 Review of Scalar Dissipation Rate Modeling
The scalar dissipation rate χZ (Eq. 1.9) is a fundamental parameter
in the study of nonpremixed flames. In such flames, species mass fractions
and temperature can be related to the mixture fraction Z, a conserved scalar
[2]. Reactions are assumed to occur in a thin zone around iso-surfaces of the
stoichiometric mixture fraction value. The scalar dissipation rate quantifies
the rate at which small scale mixing occurs and is related to the relaxation
time of the diffusive layer surrounding the reaction zone. This picture of flame
structure is embodied by flamelet modeling, in which local thermochemistry
is determined by the values of Z and χZ [17].
The molecular mixing characterized by χZ is associated with flow length
scales far smaller than those present in the filtered scalar field. As a conse-
quence, the filtered scalar dissipation χZ is dominated by its unclosed subfilter
component






Since the second term in Eq. 5.1 can be computed directly from the LES
filtered scalar solution, a model for either εZ or χZ provides closure for both
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quantities. Here, models will be written for εZ .
The subfilter scalar dissipation rate also appears in the transport equa-
tion for the subfilter mixture fraction variance, Eq. 1.15, another key quantity
in LES combustion modeling that characterizes the small scale fluctuations of
Z. After closing subfilter flux terms using an eddy diffusivity DT , the variance














+ P − εZ (1.15)
Commonly, both the subfilter scalar variance and subfilter scalar dissi-
pation rate are modeled by algebraic closures that assume a local equilibrium
between variance production P at resolved scales (modeled by Eq. 1.17) and







Ref. 59 arrived at the same model by applying arguments from renormalization
group theory.
However, variance can be predicted more accurately by using its mod-
eled transport equation rather than an algebraic model [24, 41]. Eq. 5.2 is
unsuitable for use with the variance transport equation since the final equa-
tion form would contain no source or sink terms, erroneously causing variance
to be conserved in a closed system [24]. Instead, a common model [17] from
Reynolds averaged simulations (RAS) is adapted to the LES context. This






where Cτ is a model coefficient and τZ is a mixing timescale, given by expres-





As for any model in LES, Eq. 1.19 imperfectly captures the charac-
teristics of the quantity it represents. A model of this type implicitly links
production and dissipation by relying on a mixing timescale formed from fil-
ter scale variables and effectively assumes an energy cascade process [1, 60].
Despite the model’s deficiencies, the fact remains that no alternative nonequi-
librium model exists. Furthermore, from a practical standpoint, the most
significant problem posed by the use of Eq. 1.19 is the determination of the
model coefficient Cτ . The optimal value of this model coefficient is usually
unknown a priori and depends on the flow under consideration and the chosen
timescale expression. Furthermore, it must be recalled that in LES, unlike in
RAS, Cτ is a spatially and temporally varying quantity.
Dynamic procedures based on inertial range scaling arguments are of-
ten used to specify model coefficients in LES. These approaches infer the value
of a subfilter scale quantity using information from the smallest filtered scales
that is extracted by test filtering at a larger filterwidth ∆̂. Dynamic proce-
dures for estimating Cτ have been put forth [61, 62]. However, dissipation is a
predominantly small scale quantity that cannot be reliably predicted from its
content in an inertial range test window. In fact, Ref. 34 specifically avoided
such a dynamic scalar dissipation model when proposing a dynamic variance
model. Another dynamic estimation scheme is based on a global equilibrium
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assumption [10] and predicts a single time-varying value of Cτ for the entire
flow domain. The total subfilter variance in a periodic flow domain remains
constant under this model, although mixing should reduce subfilter variance
with time.
Here, we present an alternative dynamic formulation in which Cτ is
calibrated from the rate of scalar energy transfer between test and filter scales,
which can be estimated using the VTE. A similar approach has been used
to develop a model for the viscous dissipation rate of the subfilter turbulent
kinetic energy [63]. However, the extreme importance of χZ in combustion
modeling should be recalled in addition to the function of εZ as a sink term
for scalar variance. The dual role of the scalar dissipation rate makes its
modeling a unique challenge.
Four main aspects of the new dynamic scalar dissipation model (DSDM)
are discussed here. First, the model is derived from the variance transport
equation. Second, implementation issues of the model are presented. These
issues include the selection of an averaging procedure, modeling of sub-test
filter level quantities, and evaluation of the time derivative term T . The 5123
DNS data of Chapter 2 is used to illustrate the various options. Third, the
DSDM is incorporated into the coupled DNS-LES method that was introduced
in Sec. 3.2 and the effects of numerical error on the model are evaluated.
Fourth,the DSDM’s modeling accuracy in an inhomogeneous flow is assessed
through a priori analysis.
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5.2 Derivation of the DSDM
The basis of the DSDM is the idea that the variance transport equation
can be applied at any filter scale falling within the inertial range. On a physical
level the model can be understood in terms of a mixing cascade. It should
be recalled that the assumption of a mixing cascade is already implicit in the
formulation of Eq. 1.19. The dynamic procedure merely makes this assumption
explicit. Eq. 1.15 is the VTE written at the LES filter scale ∆. An analogous


















In Eq. 5.3, Zt is the sub-test filter variance defined as Zt = Ẑ2 − Ẑ
2
. A
superscript t indicates a model quantity evaluated at the test filter level, in
contrast to a model quantity which has been test filtered. For example, the
test filter level eddy diffusivity DtT is given by
DtT = CtZ∆̂2|Ŝ| (5.4)





Test filtering Eq. 1.15 and subtracting it from Eq. 5.3 gives the rela-
tionship
CτX = Y = F + P − T (5.6)
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if it is assumed that Cτ varies slowly in space and can be removed from the
test filtering operation applied to Eq. 1.15. The quantity X on the left hand










The first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. 5.6 represent the differences





























of variance at the test and filter scale. The third term represents accumulation





where Lv is the variance Leonard term given by
Lv = Ẑ2 − Ẑ
2
(1.24)
Note that Lv = Zt − Ẑv. Since Lv can be computed directly from the
resolved scalar fields, this relationship can be used to compute Zt from the the
known values of Zv and Z.
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5.3 Implementation of the DSDM
Although Eq. 5.6 encapsulates the basic dynamic dissipation rate mod-
eling idea, additional factors must be considered to put the model to use in
simulations. Some choices made in model implementation can significantly
affect predicted coefficient values, while others have negligible effect. Some
of these options are explored here using the 5123 DNS data of Chapter 2.
beginning with selection of an appropriate averaging procedure.
5.3.1 Averaging Approaches
It has been widely recognized that estimating a dynamic model coef-
ficient directly from an expression such as Eq. 5.6 is undesirable because the
resulting coefficient values can exhibit rapid spatial variation. This violates
the assumption made in removing the coefficient from test filtering operations
and can negatively impact the stability of a simulation. Therefore, some form
of spatial averaging is usually employed to evaluate a dynamic coefficient such
as averaging over homogeneous directions of the flow [38], also referred to here
as Germano averaging. By viewing points along a homogeneous direction as
members of a statistical sample, this averaging can be associated with least
squares line fitting [34]. Note that this differs from least squares fitting over the
components of a vector expression [64], but the two ideas are often combined.
In HIT, all points in the flow are statistically equivalent. Under the
Germano averaging approach, averages are taken over the entire flow domain
and a single coefficient is predicted at each time step. This global averaging
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approach has been used in the previous portions of this work for dynamic
modeling of variance (Eq. 1.26) and eddy diffusivity. However, the relationship
between εZ and Zv/τZ seems to be more complex than that expressed by a
global linear fit. The quantity
〈εZ |Zv/τZ〉 (5.11)
where εZ is computed from a fully resolved scalar field using Eq. 5.1, is a
valuable gauge of a dissipation rate model’s accuracy. This is a specific case
of the fact that the conditional mean of A conditioned on B, 〈A|B〉 is the
minimum mean square error predictor of A given knowledge only of B [11].
In a priori analysis, the conditional mean, Eq. 5.11, allows the deterministic
predictions of a subfilter model to be compared quantitatively to exact subfilter
quantities, which are random with respect to the filtered field. Fig. 5.1 shows
the conditional mean, Eq. 5.11, computed from 5123 DNS data filtered at
∆ = 16η. Clearly, its curved shape cannot be replicated by a single value of
Cτ . To emphasize this point, Fig. 5.1 also shows the least squares line fitted





which is the ideal outcome of the dynamic model evaluated with Germano
averaging in HIT.
Based on this observation, we propose an alternative averaging ap-
proach using conditional averaging on φ = Zv/τZ . Additionally, we restrict
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Figure 5.1: Conditional means of subfilter scalar dissipation from 5123 DNS of
homogeneous isotropic turbulence using exact dissipation, Eq. 5.1 ( ); least
squares linear fit to exact dissipation ( ); DSDM plus Eq. 5.13 ( ).
the average to those points for which XY > 0, i.e. points whose values of
X and Y are consistent with a positive value of Cτ . Only those points which
conform to the hypotheses of Eq. 5.6 are thus used to inform the prediction of
Cτ . This conditional averaging approach can be written as
Cτ (φ) =
〈XY |φ = Zv/τZ , XY > 0〉
〈XX|φ = Zv/τZ , XY > 0〉
(5.13)
and predicts Cτ as a function of φ = Zv/τZ . A variety of methods exist for
computing conditional averages such as those in Eq. 5.13, the simplest prob-
ably being the histogram approach in which data are grouped into bins and
an average is computed over each bin. Fig. 5.1 shows the results of apply-
ing Eq. 5.13 in HIT. The agreement with the conditional mean of the exact
dissipation is very good. The conditional coefficient evaluation used 50 bins
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spaced at equal intervals in log(φ). Regular spacing of the bins speeds and
simplifies sorting of the data, while using log(φ) rather than φ helps to cap-
ture the rapid change in the conditional mean dissipation and the long tail of
φ values with a small number of bins. It was verified that doubling or halving
the number of bins had minimal impact on predicted dissipation values. An
interpolation scheme was used to account for the rapid variation of Cτ over low
values of φ. For this purpose, the Cτ value in each bin is assigned to the mean
value of log(φ) in that bin and a piecewise cubic hermite interpolating poly-
nomial (pchip) is constructed. The pchip approach is advantageous because it
does not produce overshoots and has reduced oscillations for non-smooth data
compared to spline interpolation [65].
5.3.2 Sub-Test Filter Modeling
With the conditional averaging approach in place, other aspects of
DSDM implementation can be considered. An important issue is the mod-
eling of sub-test filter quantities, especially the test filter level eddy diffusivity
DtT . A related issue is the appropriate definition of the test filterwidth.
The results in Fig. 5.1 are from tests that sought to characterize the
best case performance of the DSDM model. Instead of employing the usual
dynamic procedure for estimating the eddy diffusivity model coefficient, the
coefficient was determined by a least squares fit of the model
DT = CZ∆2|S| (1.11)
to the subfilter scalar flux values extracted from the DNS data. This process
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was repeated to find DtT using the sub-test filter flux. Additionally, the defini-
tion of the test filterwidth was modified. Elsewhere in this work, the value ∆̂,
which is the filterwidth of test filtering operation, has been used. Alternatively,
we can consider the effective filterwidth of the combined LES and test filtering
operations, ∆̂. We can expect that the greatest impact of the combined filter-
ing operation is on lower wavenumbers, over which the transfer functions of
the box and Gaussian filter are close in shape [4]. Therefore, we approximate
the effect of the combined filters as that of two Gaussian filtering operations
at ∆ and ∆̂ = 2∆. Writing out the corresponding transfer functions, with k

























5∆. This characteristic test filterwidth ∆̂ replaced ∆̂ in the
definitions of DtT and τ
t
Z to obtain the results in Fig. 5.1. It should be recalled
from Sec. 4.1 that outside the setting of an a priori test or explicitly filtered
LES, the specification of the filterwidth ∆ is only approximate. This leads
to the viewpoint that the ratio of the test to LES filterwidths is a remaining
tunable parameter in dynamic modeling procedures, however the operative
test filterwidth is defined.
In an actual simulation, of course, CZ must be found without reliance
on DNS data and dynamic modeling is the preferred approach. If, at the LES
filter level, DT = CZ∆2|S| is modeled dynamically [22] by assuming the model
coefficient CZ is scale invariant, it is then consistent with that assumption to
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use DtT = CZ∆̂2|Ŝ|, CZ having the same value in both expressions. The mag-
nitude of the strain rate tensor at the test filter level is already required by
the dynamic eddy diffusivity modeling procedure, so modeling of DtT involves
negligible additional expense. The assumption of scale invariance of CZ is not
particularly valid for the flow used in these apriori tests if we consider the
values of CZ obtained by least squares fit to DNS values of the subfilter and
sub-test filter fluxes. However, when the dynamic model is applied at the LES
filterwidth and test filterwidth (requiring a second test filtering operation) the
two values of CZ obtained show good agreement. Over a range of filterwidths,
the two coefficient values differ by ten percent or less. The ratio of the co-
efficient values is minimally affected by the definition of the test filterwidth
as either ∆̂ = 2 or ∆̂ =
√
5∆, although the magnitude of the coefficients are
reduced using the latter option.
Fig. 5.2 repeats the analysis of Fig. 5.1, except with DT found using the
dynamic model [22] and DtT obtained by assuming CZ to be scale invariant.
The test to LES filterwidth ratio in the dynamic models is defined as 2 in
Fig. 5.2(a) and as
√
5 in Fig. 5.2(b). The predicted values of dissipation are
higher than those seen in Fig. 5.1. The effect of the test filterwidth definition
is most obvious at high values of Zv/τZ , which occur less frequently. It should
be noted that the higher modeled dissipation values do not necessarily imply
that the variances predicted by the VTE will be too low. Because CZ is higher
using the dynamic model instead of the fitted value, the modeled production
is also higher. The accuracy of the VTE depends on the net source term,
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production minus dissipation.
A dynamic modeling approach for DT is available that assumes scale
similarity of CZ , rather than scale invariance [66]. It predicts both the model
coefficient and a scale factor for extrapolation of the coefficient to other filter-
widths. This modeling approach was considered for use with the DSDM, but
was abandoned because it caused severe underprediction of DT . It should also
be remarked that this modeling approach is significantly more costly than the
standard dynamic procedure, because an additional level of test filtering has
to be carried out and the roots of a quintic polynomial found at intervals of a
few timesteps.
These results suggest that modeling DtT using the same model coeffi-
cient estimated for DT is a reasonable response to the sub-test filter modeling
problem. It is consistent with other modeling assumptions and does not unduly
compromise the accuracy of the dissipation prediction. Adjusting the charac-
teristic test filterwidth to account for the combined effect of the LES and test
filtering operations leads to a somewhat better match between the modeled
dissipation and the conditional mean of the exact dissipation. However, this
modification will not be used in the subsequent analysis to maintain consis-
tency with the results of the previous chapters, in which the test filterwidth
was defined as ∆̂ = 2∆.
Finally, it is worth re-emphasizing that the quantities needed for com-
puting DtT are already available from the dynamic modeling procedure for DT .
Indeed, many of the terms appearing in the DSDM must be computed for the
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Figure 5.2: Conditional means of subfilter scalar dissipation from 5123 DNS of
homogeneous isotropic turbulence using exact dissipation, Eq. 5.1 ( ); least
squares linear fit to exact dissipation ( ); DSDM plus Eq. 5.13 ( ).
Dynamic diffusivity coefficient CZ is obtained assuming scale invariance and




VTE anyway. While the details will depend on the particular code’s struc-
ture, considerable reuse of quantities required by the VTE or other dynamic
modeling procedures should be possible. Additionally, the grouping of terms
used in Eq. 5.6 was chosen to highlight their phenomenological characteristics.
However, other orderings may be more efficient from a computational stand-
point, for example to reduce the number of test filtering operations performed
or to limit the number of variables that must be stored. Therefore, while the
DSDM is certainly more computationally burdensome than prescription of a
single constant Cτ value, its evaluation is not as difficult as may first appear
from Eq. 5.6.
5.3.3 Temporal Discretization
The appearance of the time derivative term T (Eq. 5.10) is an unusual
feature of the DSDM. For greatest compatibility with the discretized VTE, it
would seem that the temporal discretization of Lv should mirror that of Zv.
However, such an approach is not practical for realistic solution methods that
may involve multiple sub-iterations and it is desirable to use a simpler method
for computing T . Additionally, the results in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 use a timestep
size appropriate for the DNS grid resolution. A larger timestep would typically
be employed along with the coarsened LES mesh.
The influence of these factors is investigated in Fig. 5.3. The filterwidth
of 16η is about 10 times the DNS grid spacing, so the LES timestep ∆tLES
can be approximated as 10 times the DNS timestep ∆t. The solid curve in
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Fig. 5.3 indicates the Cτ values obtained when T is set to zero. Clearly, this
term cannot be neglected in the estimation of Cτ . The remaining four curves
show the coefficients obtained when T is computed by:
− Case A: Forward Euler, ∆tLES = ∆t.
− Case B: Forward Euler, ∆tLES = 10∆t.
− Case C: Forward Euler, ∆tLES = 20∆t.
− Case D: Backward Euler, ∆tLES = 10∆t.
The results show that although T is an important term in the model, the
estimated coefficient values are not sensitive to the details of its computation.
A backward Euler discretization of T is most straightforward for the majority
of simulations. In this approach, T is found from the filtered scalar fields at the
previous and current timestep. The other terms of the model, X, P , and F ,
can be computed from current timestep values. An assumed coefficient must
be used for the first timestep. The conditional coefficient evaluation described
in Sec. 5.3.1 gives Cτ as a function of Zv/τZ . Conceivably, values of Cτ could be
updated from the interpolating polynomial at each sub-iteration to account for
the change in Zv. However, it should be recalled that the relationship between
Cτ and Zv/τZ is only an approximation whose level of accuracy does not justify
such scrupulous adherence.
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Figure 5.3: Effect of temporal discretization of prediction of Cτ using the
DSDM: T = 0 ( ), Case A (star), Case B (diamond), Case C (circle),
Case D (square).
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5.4 A Posteriori Analysis of Numerical Error in Dy-
namic Scalar Dissipation Model
In Chapters 2 and 3, algebraic dynamic models for scalar variance were
found to be sensitive to three types of numerical error. Numerical errors are
encountered in the dynamic procedure for estimating the model coefficient
Cv and in evaluating the gradient-squared quantity which Cv multiplies. A
posteriori analysis revealed that the accumulated numerical error of the filtered
scalar field is a third important source of error in the dynamic variance model.
Interactions between errors can either magnify or diminish their effects, which
can have surprising consequences for the accuracy of variance prediction.
While there are significant differences between the DSDM and alge-
braic dynamic variance models, these findings indicate that it is important to
understand the effects of numerical error on the prediction of subfilter scalar
dissipation rate using a dynamic procedure. The coupled DNS-LES method
of Chapter 3 was employed for this purpose. Sec. 5.4.1 details the implemen-
tation of the model in the coupled DNS-LES algorithm and Sec. 5.4.2 presents
the results of the analysis.
5.4.1 Integration of DSDM in the Coupled DNS-LES Method
The most significant modification to the coupled DNS-LES method
was made so that the calculation of the time derivative term T of the DSDM
could be computed in a manner that was deemed to be most consistent with
the temporal discretization of the variance transport equation. Although the
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analysis of Sec. 5.3.3 indicates that the model is not especially sensitive to
the way in which T is computed, it is reported here for completeness. Other
aspects of the method remained as described in Sec. 3.2, and for clarity we
describe the procedure for a single filtered scalar field and single variance
field. It should be understood that the procedure is repeated for the scalars
corresponding to each of the four numerical schemes, which are, as before,
spectral, second order central (C2), fourth order central (C4), and sixth order
Padé (P6).
The pseudospectral algorithm uses a second order Runge-Kutta (RK2)
method for time advancement of the momentum and scalar transport equa-
tions. Subfilter models are computed at the beginning of each time step and
used for both steps in the RK2 method. Based on these two facts, it was
determined to compute the model as




where superscript ‘n’ indicates a quantity computed at the current time step
tn and superscript ‘n + 1’ indicates a quantity computed after advancing the
solution by the DNS timestep ∆t to tn+1. This temporal discretization was
possible because the filtered scalar evolution has no dependence on the variance
model in an incompressible, constant property flow. Therefore, the following
algorithm was used:
1. Beginning with all variables advanced to time level tn, compute F n, P n,
Lnv , and Xn.
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2. Perform first RK step with DNS variables and filtered scalar, bringing
them to time tn+1/2.
3. Store un and un+1/2.
4. Perform second RK step with DNS variables and filtered scalar, bringing
them to time tn+1.
5. Compute Ln+1v from Z
n+1
.
6. Evaluate DSDM for Cτ (φ)n.
7. Interpolate between values of Cτ (φ)n and find εnZ for local φn.
8. Perform first RK step for variance using stored values of un.
9. Perform second RK step for variance using stored values of un+1/2, ad-
vancing variance to tn+1.
Initial results showed that the Cτ (φ) curve varies fairly slowly between
timesteps even though the scalar field is decaying and not in statistical steady
state . To speed computations, the coefficient was estimated at intervals of
0.01τ , where τ is the eddy turn over time, or every 20 computational time
steps. This is roughly equivalent to every fourth timestep for the LES mesh
corresponding to the filterwidth used. At intermediate timesteps, the process
simplifies to
1. Begin with all variables advanced to time level tn.
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2. Perform first RK step with DNS variables and filtered scalar, bringing
them to time tn+1/2.
3. Store un and un+1/2.
4. Perform second RK step with DNS variables and filtered scalar, bringing
them to time tn+1.
5. Interpolate between last estimated values of Cτ (φ) and find εnZ for current
local φn.
6. Perform first RK step for variance using stored values of un.
7. Perform second RK step for variance using stored values of un+1/2, ad-
vancing variance to tn+1.
The conditional coefficient evaluation used 10 bins spaced at equal in-
tervals in log(φ). Interpolation is performed as described in Sec. 5.3.1.
5.4.2 Results
The results shown are for the same 2563, Reλ = 80 DNS configuration
discussed in Sec. 3.3. The LES filterwidth ∆ is equal to 8 times the Kolmogorov
scale η.
The mean subfilter variance predictions of the VTE plus DSDM, shown
in Fig. 5.4, have two major features. First, all three finite difference schemes
predict similar values of 〈Zv〉. This is in contrast to results using a constant
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value of Cτ . Fig. 5.6 shows the mean variance values obtained using Cτ = 2.
These results, with ∆ = 8η, differ quantitatively from the Cτ = 2 results
discussed in Sec. 3.3.3.1, where ∆ = 16η. Qualitatively, however, they manifest
the same effects. In particular, finite difference error in computation of the
production term causes lower order schemes to predict lower values of variance.
In this flow, the evolution of the filtered scalar is independent of the variance
evolution and introduction of the DSDM has no effect on the production model.
Therefore, the DSDM must compensate for the differences in production values
between the finite difference schemes. Fig. 5.5 confirms this inference. As
illustrated by Fig. 5.5(a), the production model (Eq. 1.17) tends to overpredict
the mean production relative to the true production term (Eq. 1.16), and the
overprediction increases with numerical accuracy. The same trend is shown by
the DSDM results for 〈εZ〉 in Fig. 5.5(b).
Second, the mean variance predicted by the VTE plus DSDM using
spectral numerical accuracy shows overall good agreement with the variance
computed from DNS. The accuracy of the model’s predictions are best over
the initial period of mixing until the subfilter variance reaches its peak around
0.5τ . At that time, the dissipation rate increases relatively more rapidly than
the variance, with a small but distinct bump apparent in Fig. 5.5(b), causing
the spectral variance to begin to decrease too rapidly. The bump in dissipation
values occurs at the average value of the model denominator termX transitions
from positive to negative values. For the finite difference schemes, the average
value of X remains positive.
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Fig. 5.7(a) shows the values of Cτ estimated by the DSDM at t = 0.5τ
and t = 1.1τ . At both times, the highest coefficient values are predicted for the
P6 scalar evolution. The predicted coefficient values decrease along with the
order of finite difference scheme. However, the coefficients predicted for the
spectral scalar evolution do not follow this pattern and are most comparable
to the coefficients predicted for the C2 scalar evolution. Although the spectral
Cτ (φ) curve lies closest to the C2 curve, the values of εZ predicted are closest to
the P6 dissipation prediction. This is a reminder that the value of εZ depends
on Zv and τZ as well as Cτ , and that all three of these quantities are affected
by numerical error.
To understand the effects of numerical error on Cτ , it is helpful to con-
sider each term of the model. This is done here by plotting the conditional
mean of each term at 0.5τ . When examining such plots, it should be recalled
that low values of Zv/τZ predominate. The conditional means of model terms
X (Eq. 5.7) and P (Eq. 5.9) show the same trends whether they are singly
conditioned on Zv/τZ or doubly conditioned (as in Eq. 5.13) on Zv/τZ and pos-
itive XY . The values of the conditional means are slightly lower in the doubly
conditioned case, but qualitatively the plots appear very similar. In contrast,
the effects of numerical error on the terms F (Eq. 5.8) and T (Eq. 5.10) are
clear only in the doubly conditioned case.
Values of X are lowest for the spectral case and increase as numerical
accuracy decreases. Three effects reinforce to create this clear trend in X.
First, Sec. 3.3.1 reported that values of Lv are higher for lower order schemes.
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This means that the difference between Zv and Zt is greater. Second, the
magnitude of the dynamic coefficient CZ in the model for DT increases as
numerical accuracy decreases. Also related to the eddy diffusivity model,
there is more severe underprediction of the magnitude of the filtered strain
rate tensor |S| relative to the test filtered strain rate tensor |Ŝ| as the order of
finite difference scheme is decreased.
Like X, P (Fig. 5.8(b)) is lowest for the spectral case. The finite dif-
ference results lack a clear trend, but all are higher than the spectral result.
Again, finite difference error in the evaluation of the strain rate plays a role,
because this increases the difference between DtT and DT . Error in the com-
putation of the magnitudes of the filtered and test filtered scalar gradients is
also very important, and was previously discussed in Sec. 3.3.2 in the context
of dynamic algebraic variance models. Finite difference methods lead to sig-
nificant underprediction of gradients, but this is partially compensated for by
the error of the filtered scalar evolution. Furthermore, because the test fil-
tered scalar field is smoother than the filtered scalar field, its gradients can be
computed with lower numerical error. This increases the difference between
the test and filter level production terms. Since spectral methods incur no
underprediction of gradients, the difference between the two filter levels is less
and P is reduced.
The conditional mean flux term is shown in Fig. 5.9(a). It is positive
at low values of Zv/τZ but becomes negative at high values. Thus, the con-
tribution of F tends to increase the value of Cτ at low values of Zv/τZ and to
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decrease it at high values of Zv/τZ .
The time derivative term T changes sign as the scalar field decays. It
is positive at most values of Zv/τZ at earlier times and negative at later times
after the variance peaks. At the intermediate stage shown, 〈T |Zv/τZ〉 tends
to be positive at low Zv/τZ values and negative at high values. However, the
conditional means shown in Fig. 5.9(b) are also conditioned on the require-
ment XY > 0. This constraint shifts the conditional mean to negative values
because Y = F +P −T . A larger shift occurs for the finite difference schemes,
because a higher percentage of the X values are positive than for the spectral
case. The direct source of numerical error in the term T is the filtered scalar
evolution, which determines the evolution of Lv. For the conditional coefficient
evaluation, however, the more significant error is that in X because that error
partly determines which data points are used in the computation.
5.5 A Priori Analysis of DSDM in a Jet Flow
In this section, the dynamic scalar dissipation model is evaluated through
a priori tests on DNS of a piloted planar jet with Reynolds number (based on
jet width H and average jet-to-coflow velocity difference) of 6000. The com-
putational domain extends 20H in the streamwise direction x, 15H in the
stream-normal direction y, and 2.56H in the periodic spanwise direction z. It
is discretized by 768×512×128 in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The
data was filtered by applying a box filter in each direction with a filterwidth
of 8 times the local grid spacing.
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Figure 5.4: Time evolution of mean variance 〈Zv〉 for VTE plus DSDM using
spectral ( ), C2 ( ), C4 ( ), and P6 ( ) schemes compared
to exact values from DNS ( ).
The focus of this analysis is on the effect of the averaging approach. As
in Sec. 5.3.1, the new conditional averaging approach is compared to the con-
ventional Germano averaging approach. In contrast to homogeneous isotropic
turbulence, where Germano averaging yields a single coefficient value at each
timestep, the planar jet is homogeneous only in the spanwise direction. There-
fore, the Germano averaging approach yields Cτ as




where 〈·〉z indicates an average taken over the homogeneous z direction of the
flow.
Fig. 5.10 shows values of Cτ predicted for the planar jet case using
Germano averaging, Eq. 5.16. The model coefficient shows rapid fluctuations
between high and low values. Points along a spanwise averaging line are sta-
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Figure 5.5: Time evolution of mean quantities (a) production (b) subfilter
dissipation rate for VTE plus DSDM using spectral ( ), C2 ( ), C4
( ), and P6 ( ) schemes compared to exact values from DNS ( ).
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Figure 5.6: Time evolution of mean variance for VTE with constant Cτ =
2 using spectral ( ), C2 ( ), C4 ( ), and P6 ( ) schemes
compared to exact values from DNS ( ).
tistically equivalent in the sense of long time averages. At any given time
step, however, these points can represent quite different flow conditions as the
instantaneous locations of turbulent structures vary. The dynamic dissipation
rate model also inherits the fluctuations of the dynamic eddy diffusivity model,
whose coefficient CZ is obtained using the same kind of spanwise averaging.
The predictions of the dynamic model using Germano averaging are
compared to exact εZ values in Fig. 5.12. While there is some level of qualita-
tive agreement, the dissipation rate is overpredicted near the inflow boundary.
Additionally, the structures of the modeled dissipation rate are more fragmen-
tary than those of the exact quantity.
Exact and modeled dissipation values from the same time shown in
Fig. 5.12 are plotted as a scatter plot in Fig. 5.13. Symbol size is proportional
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Figure 5.7: DSDM predictions of Cτ for variance evolutions using spectral
( ), C2 ( ), C4 ( ), and P6 ( ) schemes at times (a) 0.5τ (b)
1.1τ .
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φ = Zv / τZ
(b)
Figure 5.8: Conditional means, conditioned on φ = Zv/τZ , of (a) X term (b)
P term of dynamic model for spectral ( ), C2 ( ), C4 ( ), and
P6 ( ).
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φ = Zv / τZ
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Figure 5.9: Conditional means, conditioned on φ = Zv/τZ and XY > 0, of (a)
F term (b) T term of dynamic model (c) for spectral ( ), C2 ( ), C4
( ), and P6 ( ).
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Figure 5.10: Prediction of Cτ using Eq. 5.16. (a) Contours of Cτ in xy-plane.
(b) Instantaneous profiles of Cτ at streamwise locations x/H of 3.33 ( ),
6.67 ( ), and 13.33 ( ).
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to the local value of scalar variance. The scatter of exact versus modeled
dissipation values using conditional averaging appears more random and lacks
an obvious bias. In contrast, the dissipation values predicted using Germano
averaging show a strong tendency to be larger than the exact dissipation value.
This tendency is manifested across the whole range of scalar variance values, as
indicated by the variation in marker size. Such a finding is reasonable, because
the model coefficients Cτ and CZ (which is used in the mixing timescale τZ)
are determined by averaging along spanwise lines that pass through a range
of flow conditions. In contrast, the results using conditional averaging show
a stronger relationship between the magnitude of the modeled subfilter scalar
dissipation and of the scalar variance.
The conditional averaging approach can be applied to the planar jet
configuration, but some reinterpretation is necessary. Because all points in
the flow are not statistically equivalent, the notion of a conditional average
must be construed somewhat loosely. Conditional averaging could be carried
out over homogeneous flow directions only, resulting in Cτ values that are ex-
plicitly dependent on spatial location as well as on the conditioning variable
Zv/τZ . However, this can severely limit the sample size for estimating coef-
ficients. Rather, we argue that it is reasonable for the conditional coefficient
calculation to amalgamate points over the entire flow domain, regardless of the
flow geometry. A basic principle of LES modeling is that geometry-specific fea-
tures of the flow are captured by the resolved fields while subfilter scale motions
are not directly dependent on the large scales. From this viewpoint, a subfilter
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Figure 5.11: Prediction of Cτ using Eq. 5.13. (a) Contours of Cτ in a represen-
tative xy-plane. (b) Instantaneous profiles of Cτ at streamwise locations x/H




Figure 5.12: Contours of εZ : (a) exact, Eq. 5.1 (b) dynamic model plus
Eq. 5.16 (c) dynamic model plus Eq. 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Scatter plot of instantaneous values of exact subfilter scalar dissi-
pation versus modeled dissipation using conditional (blue circles) and Germano
(red squares) averaging. Symbol size is proportional to the value of Zv.
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Figure 5.14: Instantaneous profiles of εZ at streamwise location x/H = 3.33:
exact dissipation, Eq. 5.1 ( ) and dynamic model plus Eq. 5.13 ( ).
model coefficient should not require explicit geometrical dependence if local
flow conditions are adequately accounted for by the choice of conditioning
variable.
Predictions of Cτ using Eq. 5.13 are shown in Fig. 5.11. The nonzero co-
efficient value predicted in laminar regions is an artifact of the binning method,
which did not distinguish between very small and zero values of Zv/τZ . How-
ever, because Zv/τZ is zero in those areas the model, Eq. 1.19, still properly
predicts zero dissipation. Twenty logarithmically spaced bins were used in the
computation of Cτ . The dynamic eddy viscosity coefficient CZ was found using
a local averaging procedure over test filter volumes. This approach was used to
eliminate any effect, even indirect, of averaging over homogeneous directions
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from the prediction of Cτ . As discussed in Sec. 5.3.2, CZ is assumed to be the
same at test and filter scales. The utility of a conditional averaging method
for CZ remains open to investigation.
Fig. 5.11 shows the spatial distribution of Cτ predicted using conditional
averaging, Eq. 5.13. The variation is smoother than that seen in Fig. 5.10 and
more clearly related to the turbulent structure of the jet. The subfilter dis-
sipation rate values obtained using this model implementation are plotted in
Fig. 5.12. The conditional averaging approach gives a good approximation to
the exact dissipation near the jet inflow (Fig. 5.14). Dissipation is overpre-
dicted downstream. However, the accuracy of the dynamic dissipation rate
model is contingent on the accuracy of other closures of the VTE, such as the
variance production term. In unclosed form, the production term is given by
the product of the subfilter scalar flux and the filtered scalar gradient and can
be positive or negative. The closed form of the production term, Eq. 1.17, fol-
lows from substitution of an eddy diffusion model for the subfilter scalar flux.
The production model underpredicts the magnitude of the true production
when it is positive and cannot capture regions of negative production. Pro-
duction modeling errors are actually larger than dissipation modeling errors
at these locations. Note that the term P , Eq. 5.9, in the dynamic model is the
change in production between the test and filter scales. Therefore, if the model
behaves consistently at the two scales it remains possible to predict the value
of this difference more accurately than the actual magnitude of production.
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5.6 Summary
A dynamic approach for nonequilibrium modeling of subfilter scalar
dissipation rate, referred to as the dynamic scalar dissipation model or DSDM,
was developed by applying the variance transport equation at two scales. A
priori analysis was used to guide model implementation procedures. Particular
attention was given to the implications of different averaging procedures for
estimation of the model coefficient. Germano averaging over homogeneous
flow directions was compared with a novel conditional averaging approach
in homogeneous isotropic turbulence and in a planar jet configuration. The
choice of averaging procedure had significant impact on dynamic modeling
outcomes and affected the spatial patterning of the predicted dissipation fields
as well as the magnitude of the modeled dissipation values. In the planar jet
case, the conditional averaging approach yielded good agreement with exact
dissipation values upstream but showed lower accuracy downstream. However,
the dissipation rate modeling errors were smaller than errors in the production
term at these locations. Similarly, the best results of the DSDM in HIT were
obtained when the eddy diffusivity was estimated directly from the subfilter
fluxes. The accuracy decreased when a dynamically modeled eddy diffusivity
was substituted.
The effects of numerical error on the model were studied using the
coupled DNS-LES method for a posteriori analysis. The results using finite
difference methods showed clear trends, with the predicted model coefficients
and dissipation values increasing as higher order numerical schemes were used.
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The variation in εZ values among the schemes was largely canceled by the
differences in their production values, so the mean variance values of the C2,
C4, and P6 evolutions were all quite comparable. This finding highlights the
challenges posed by the dual role of the dissipation model as a term of the VTE
and as a combustion model parameter. The results of the spectral accuracy
scalar evolution fall outside the pattern of the finite difference results because
only spectral methods resolve gradients at the smallest filtered flow scales.
The spectral variance evolution is the closest match to the DNS variance. This
occurs despite the fact that the spectral scheme has the greatest overprediction
of the subfilter dissipation compared to the values of εZ computed from DNS




Errors in the modeling of subfilter scalar variance limit the predictive
accuracy of large eddy simulations of turbulent combustion using conserved
scalar methods. While LES has already proven itself as a valuable approach to
turbulent combustion simulation, it lacks the accuracy needed to reliably and
realistically address current issues such as emissions reduction and alternative
fuel use. This dissertation presents detailed analysis of numerical and physical
errors in variance modeling, develops a novel technique for studying scalar
modeling error, applies explicit filtering methods to the LES scalar equations,
and proposes a new model for the subfilter scalar dissipation rate. Because
this work identifies the key problems in variance modeling and offers solutions
to these problems, it makes a clear contribution to the current knowledge and
practice of combustion LES.
A priori analysis was used in Chapter 2 to gain initial insight into the
effects of numerical error on variance modeling. It was found that some model
formulations are more sensitive to numerical error than others and that the
interactions of various errors can lead to surprising outcomes. A novel coupled
DNS-LES method for a posteriori analysis was used to investigate variance
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modeling error more deeply in Chapter 3. This new technique overcomes the
limitations of a priori analysis while retaining some of its advantages. Using the
coupled DNS-LES method, it was determined that algebraic dynamic models
for the variance are highly sensitive to error in the filtered scalar evolution
and tend to underpredict the variance. Transport equation models offer more
accurate variance prediction, but only if the model coefficient in the subfilter
scalar dissipation rate model is specified properly. Numerical error effects were
secondary to the dissipation rate modeling issue for transport equation models.
The results of Chapter 3 indicated two main areas that must be ad-
dressed to increase variance modeling accuracy. One of these is the numerical
error inherent in LES approaches using grid-based filtering. Therefore, ex-
plicit filtering was applied to the LES scalar equations in Chapter 4 so that
the numerical error of the LES solution could be controlled through grid refine-
ment. The introduction of explicit filtering necessitated some modification of
the subfilter model formulations. In particular, a variance transport equation
could not be written and only the scalar second moment transport equation
remained available as transport equation-based model for the subfilter scalar
variance. Numerical convergence of the mean variance prediction was demon-
strated for second and fourth order finite difference schemes by increasing the
computational mesh resolution for a fixed filterwidth.
The other area of need identified in Chapter 3 is subfilter scalar dis-
sipation rate modeling. A nonequilibrium dynamic scalar dissipation model
(DSDM), suitable for use with transport equation models for variance, was
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developed in Chapter 5. The accuracy of the new model was found to be
enhanced by a novel conditional averaging approach to evaluating the model
coefficient in both homogeneous isotropic turbulence and in a planar jet config-
uration. The DSDM was integrated with the coupled DNS-LES method for a
posteriori assessment of its accuracy. The new model was found to compensate
for other modeling and numerical errors in the variance evolution so that pre-
dicted variance values differed relatively little between implementations using





Appendix A: Quantile-Quantile Plots
A quantile-quantile (q-q) plot compares the inverse cumulative prob-
ability density functions of two random variables (say, A and B). The p-th




where F−1A is the inverse cumulative distribution function of A. Quantile values
ap can be computed exactly if F
−1
A is known or determined empirically from
data. A q-q plot is a graph of ap versus bp for a range of p values between 0
and 1, where bp are the quantiles of B defined analogously to Eq. A.1.
The form of the q-q plot provides information on how the distributions
of A and B differ. Clearly, when A and B have identical distributions, their q-q
plot forms a 45 degree line. If the distributions have the same shape but differ
in mean (or, more precisely, in location parameter), the q-q plot is translated
vertically. Similarly, a difference in variance (scale parameter) rotates the q-q
plot. A non-linear q-q plot indicates that the distributions have more general
differences in shape.
To make these ideas more definite, Fig. A.1 presents q-q plots formed by
sampling from normal and beta distributions. Fig. A.1(c) depicts quantiles of
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normal random variables with different combinations of parameters, showing
that changes in mean µ cause translation of the q-q plots while changes in
variance σ2 cause rotation. Fig. A.1(d) illustrates that non-linear q-q plots
result when the random variables being compared have differently shaped pdfs,
even if their parameters are identical.
In the q-q plot figures, the locations of markers indicate the values of
particular quantiles. The values of p shown here and throughout this paper




































































Figure A.1: Analytical pdfs for normal ( ) and beta ( ) distributions
with (a) µ = 0.7, σ2 = 0.1 and (b) µ = 0.2, σ2 = 0.1. (c) Quantiles of normal
variables with parameters (µ, σ2) of (0.7, 0.1) (star), (0.7, 0.01) (circle), (0.2,
0.1) (square), (0.2, 0.01) (triangle) plotted against (0.7, 0.1) normal quantiles
(d) Quantiles of beta random variables versus normal random variables with
µ = 0.7, σ2 = 0.1 (square) and µ = 0.2, σ2 = 0.1 (circle).
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Appendix B
Appendix B: Filter Weights
Below are listed the filter weights of the discrete commuting filters used
in Ch. 4.
∆/h = 2
w0 = 0.499810627473336, w±1 = 0.281547876084500
w±2 = −0.000306166461202, w±3 = −0.031147023359966
∆/h = 4
w0 = 0.249587568913233, w±1 = 0.218054776930263
w±2 = 0.140721555240010, w±3 = 0.056691871791558
w±4 = −0.000116182276671, w±5 = −0.019944142404690
w±6 = −0.015321242742068, w±7 = −0.004880420995018
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∆/h = 8
w0 = 0.125145855967900, w±1 = 0.121006358306345
w±2 = 0.109200952039886, w±3 = 0.091444459006622
w±4 = 0.070210413272970, w±5 = 0.048252005498249
w±6 = 0.028099329476380, w±7 = 0.011645109052256
w±8 = −0.000097723521976, w±9 = −0.007031323499353
w±10 = −0.009818915154734, w±11 = −0.009602602257042




w0 = 0.062132158655467, w±1 = 0.061632477135385
w±2 = 0.060151132548449, w±3 = 0.057740372798194
w±4 = 0.054484486775205, w±5 = 0.050495786611924
w±6 = 0.045909308925949, w±7 = 0.040876535657565
w±8 = 0.035558486622899, w±9 = 0.030118565025776
w±10 = 0.024715542364870, w±11 = 0.019497050551820
w±12 = 0.014593908349691, w±13 = 0.010115549642308
w±14 = 0.006146746954403, w±15 = 0.002745740330027
w±16 = −0.000056205114761, w±17 = −0.002253874123955
w±18 = −0.003865946601448, w±19 = −0.004931815436495
w±20 = −0.005507627184806, w±21 = −0.005661825618649
w±22 = −0.005470488354536, w±23 = −0.005012737874445
w±24 = −0.004366481984251, w±25 = −0.003604697931517
w±26 = −0.002792422725497, w±27 = −0.001984553903736
w±28 = −0.001224504518280, w±29 = −0.000543697785651
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